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WE’VE LEVELED THE

PLAYING FIELD

The sophistication of the modern vehicle has completely
revolutionized what it means to work on cars. It
transformed the mechanic into a technician, made
programming, coding and flashing part of the everyday
shop talk and paved the way for OEM-level diagnostics
in the aftermarket.
To bridge the gap, AE Tools & Computers brings
OEM-level diagnostic solutions and dealer-level support
to aftermarket repair shops, heavy-duty repair facilities
and automotive locksmiths. We’re fixing things you
can’t see. Solutions are just a call away.
No job is too big. We’ve leveled the playing field.

Joey Hendrich
AE Tools Owner
Industry Professional since 1977

I was 10 years old when I started working on cars in my father’s shop in Russell, Kansas. Everyday after school, while
other kids were off fishing in the local farm pond or playing football at the park, I was at the shop working on cars. By the
age of 16 I was rebuilding carburetors and installing engines. By 18, I was running the shop. It doesn’t seem like long
ago, but I am amazed when I look back and see how much the industry has changed in a relatively short amount of time.
As the vehicle technology evolved through the 1990s and 2000s with onboard computers, it became apparent the
future of repairing vehicles was in computer diagnostics. In order to properly diagnose and repair these vehicles, I knew
I needed OEM scan tools. Thus began my journey into world of OEM diagnostic solutions.
By 2005, I’d turned my new found passion of computers and diagnostics into AE Tools & Computers--a business
focused on bringing OEM diagnostic solutions to the aftermarket, with on-car support. It’s what I thought the aftermarket
always needed and never had.
The need has only intensified over the last decade, and as the aftermarket “sweet spot” shifts to include more and
more computer-centric vehicles, it’s becoming apparent that OEM scan tools and service information are necessary to
properly diagnose and repair these vehicles.
In 2011, we relocated the business to Olathe, Kansas and built a new state-of-the-art facility. We are constantly
investing in our technical support team, because recruiting and training talented individuals must be ongoing. I know
what it’s like to be a technician and repair shop owner. There’s nothing more frustrating than needing a solution to finish
a job and not finding one. We’re here to provide that solution.
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Mike Muck
AE Tools
Industry Professional since 1985

In the mid-80s I began my career in the automotive aftermarket driving a mobile tool truck. I didn’t grow up in the
industry, I just thought it would be cool to have my own tool truck, so that’s what I did. All was good, but by the early
2000s, the needs of my customers shifted. The focus was on diagnostics and programming, and they needed support.
I decided to become part of the solution. This transition occurred as J-2534 rolled out to the aftermarket, so I started
figuring out the new pass-thru device on my own. At the time, there was really nowhere to go for training. Fortunately
for me, a good friend owned a salvage yard and he provided me countless modules to train myself on (by the way, I
blew up plenty of modules in the beginning).
As I got to where I became something of an asset to my customers for diagnostics and programming there began
to be a transition. They didn’t need me as a tool man anymore, they needed me as a solution to their diagnostic and
programming needs. By 2009, I’d signed on as an Automotive Service Representative with Bosch Diagnostics. I wanted
to provide a solution to the customers in my territory so they could do everything the dealer could. I realized quickly
however, that the need was much larger--everybody in the aftermarket needed help.
I was constantly bumping into AE Tools & Computers throughout the Midwest. Rather than exist in the same market,
we partnered. In 2014 we brought together a shared perspective and common goal for the aftermarket - bring our
customers to the next level--the dealer level. Our goal is to be a strategic business partner with our customers. If you
want to fix cars, improve the bottom line and do everything the dealer can do, we can get you there.
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Real Support. Real Solutions.
Thanks for picking up the 2017/2018 AE Tools & Computers Product Catalog & Resource Guide. You’ll find tool
overviews, feature articles on relevant topics and advice from industry trainers. You’ll also notice customer
photos throughout the catalog, because you’re the reason we’re in business! This catalog is filled with
aftermarket professionals with over 300 years of combined automotive experience.
The sophistication and complexity of the modern vehicle is immense and shows no signs of slowing. Working
on cars is certainly not getting any easier. Today, you’re fixing things you can’t see and you need to have the
best service information, best tools, best technicians and best support you can get your hands on.
We’re here to help you fix the things that you can’t see!
Anybody can sell the tools... but backing them up with live on-car support is what this industry needs, and
that’s what we are providing. Experience the satisfaction of having real support and real solutions!

Thanks for your support,

Joey Hendrich
Co-Owner, AE Tools & Computers
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AE Tools & Computers
119 North Parker Street
Suite 347
Olathe, Kansas 66061
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Financing options available.
Credit applications forms available at www.AETools.US
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ON-CAR SUPPORT

IN A LEAGUE OF IT’S OWN
Our support team offers live phone and internet-based
remote assistance for tool functionality, computer
programming, immobilizer and security-related issues
and more. We’re actually live on the car with you,
logged in via the internet to a PC at your location.
The days of sending cars back to the dealership are
over. Make more money and keep your customers at
your shop!
Welcome to the world you’ve dreamed of in the
aftermarket.

WWW.AETOOLS.US
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Our support team offers over the phone and Internet-based
remote assistance for computer programming, immobilizer,
security-related issues, tool functionality, and more!
We’re actually live on the car with you, logged in via the
Internet to a PC at your location!

LIFETIME TOOL SUPPORT INCLUDES:
Complete hardware setup and training, as necessary* **
Assistance with the software update process
Tool functionality
On-car computer programming, key programming and module programming
*Additional support packages and set up fees are required for some J-2534 OEM software packages.
**Additional customization fees (no hard drive partitioning) are required for setup on customer
provided laptops.

This support is included with all tools purchased through AE Tools & Computers…
for the life of the tool!
LIVE SUPPORT HOURS: MONDAY - FRIDAY
8 AM- 6 PM CST*

*(9AM - 6PM ON TUESDAYS)

YOU’VE GOT TECH SUPPORT
At AE Tools & Computers we help the aftermarket repair facility do everything the OEM dealer can do
with regards to diagnostics. We give them the ability to keep their customer's vehicles in their bays
through completion of the repair. This generally starts with a phone consultation to determine the
TRUE needs of the individual repair facility. We do not want to just sell another tool. We want to sell
the tool that meets the needs of the repair shop that we are servicing.
We are selling Solutions.
After the solution has been determined and the customer receives the appropriate tools the education
begins. We start with a general introduction to the tools by remotely logging into the computer via
the internet. We do this live on the car with you! This support is included for the life of the tool.
The manufacturers subscriptions and updates may cost annually on most tools, but we help navigate
the process of acquiring and installing them.
Simply call us when you have questions or problems. We will log in remotely to help you through
the issues you are having. This support is REAL. This is not cable replacement support. Anyone can
do that. We are actually helping you with the things that get the lights to go out on the dash, so you
can deliver the car to the customer, get paid and move on to the next job.
Again, there is no limit to the calls and no additional expenses for the support. There are some things
Marty Fay
that require fees---like pin codes for key programming, and we’ll let you know the details up front
Owner, Motor Works
about their usage and fees. We view our relationship with our customers as a long term partnership.
Dekalb, IL
A lot of business owners will tell me that we cannot afford to support the tools for free, but it works
for us because once we get our first tool into a shop, they usually become long term customers.
Our team is growing and will continue to grow as necessary. We are tuned into the urgency that is
in every shop. We know the challenges of running auto repair shops. We’re not just tech nerds,
we’re also car guys. We strive to maintain short wait times on the phone. Our customers are
comfortable with the hold time because they know that we provide answers. In a perfect world we
would like for their to be NO wait time... it is a lofty goal but one we strive for daily. We are
positioning ourselves for a long term presence in the industry, building state of the art facilities, and
building a solid team of techs. We hope you will give us the chance to earn your business!
-Mike Muck
Co-Owner, AE Tools & Computers

CUSTOM
AUTOMOTIVE
LAPTOPS
A SOLID FOUNDATION

AE Tools & Computers custom automotive laptops
are built tough to meet the needs of the automotive
technician, diesel technician, and automotive
locksmith. Our laptop is the foundation of your OEM
diagnostic solutions. From the durability of the laptop
to the hard drive configurations- our laptops are
designed with you in mind!
Your job just got easier. Guaranteed.

[AE Tools & Computers Durabook
Custom Automotive Laptop, see page 12]
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One of the common questions I receive when
setting a customer up with an OEM diagnostic
solution is, ‘Well, can’t I just supply my own
laptop?’ My answer is always the same. Before
I share, take a look below at what a custom
built laptop from AE Tools & Computers includes,
the problems it solves and how it strengthens your
OEM diagnostic capabilities.
For the last 10 years we’ve been building and perfecting custom laptops designed specifically to address
the needs of the automotive technician, diesel technician and automotive locksmith. From the durability
of the laptop to the hard drive configurations, our laptops are designed with you in mind.

Our laptops are powerful and fully armored.
Drop resistant. Shock resistant. Dust resistant. Water resistant.
The units also come with a long-life battery. An optional 12-volt auto air adapter to plug into a cigarette
lighter is available.
All our laptops come equipped with a 9-pin serial port, which is necessary to connect with the
GM Tech 2 and Chrysler’s DRB III scan tools. Any new laptops you purchase from retailers are not
equipped with this serial port.

We partition the hard drive for efficiency.
As you may know, software from many of the OEM’s conflict with
one another. This means they can’t operate together on the same
hard drive on the laptop. We’ve solved that issue by implementing
multiple partitions on the same hard drive, each equipped
with Windows 7. By doing this, we are able to isolate the
various OEM softwares from one another, so multiple OEM
softwares run seamlessly from one laptop.
Partitioning the hard drive makes our units completely scalable, so as
you add more OEM tools to your arsenal, we can keep adding partitions
to your laptop. If you outgrow the included 1 terabyte hard drive, don’t worry.
With the quick change hard drive, you can easily pop-out and insert another partitioned hard drive.
Big shops and fleets love the way we build our laptops, because we can create one master hard
drive and replicate them exactly the same to standardize their units, leading to increased efficiency
in the shop.
12
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We remotely manage the entire system for you.
If your laptop gets a virus or Windows 7 crashes, we can do an automated recovery process by deleting
the affected partition and loading on a new partition with the exact software you lost. We do this all
remotely, through the internet, logged in to your computer in as little as 10 minutes. You’ll be back up
and fixing cars fast. You’ll never have to ship us a laptop for repair unless it has physical damage or a
total hard drive crash.
Our laptops come pre-loaded with the software you need, completely customized for your operation, with
lifetime support from the team at AE Tools & Computers. Most units are ready to ship out in 48 hours!

The Answer to the Question:
“Sure, you can supply your own laptop, but your job is to fix cars. Our job is to make your job easier.
We do that by providing you a laptop designed specifically for your shop, tailored to your needs, with
lifetime technical support just a call away.”

WWW.AETOOLS.US
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[MOPAR MicroPod II, see page 16]
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OEM TOOLS
EXPERIENCE THE COMPLETE DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

There’s nothing better than the real thing.
OEM diagnostics offer functionality you just can’t
get in an aftermarket scan tool: Full key programming,
remote programming, module programming, seat
weight sensor calibrations and all other dealer
functions.
A factory scan tool unlocks the door to a new world of
dealer-level diagnostics and programming. In order to
navigate this new world though, you need a guide,
which is where AE Tools & Computers thrives. We
combine support and training wrapped up in decades
of experience so you can effectively use the tool, make
more money and keep your customers at your shop!

WWW.AETOOLS.US
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AUTOMOTIVE

OEM DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

2017 Secure MOPAR microPod II
Good things come in small packages, like Chrysler’s latest and
greatest diagnostic interface. This dongle-style device is the
same diagnostic and programming tool the dealerships are
using. It offers 100% CAN coverage for Chrysler, Dodge,
Jeep and Fiat vehicle platforms. It replaces your StarMobile,
StarScan, and wi-TECH VCI POD.

Includes:
microPod II, USB microPod II connector
cable, carrying case, 1 Year subscription to
wiTECH 2.0 Diagnostic Software.

AE Tools is an authorized factory provider of
wiTECH 2.0 and Tech Authority Subscriptions!
MOPAR microPod II Features:
• Supports all the latest technologies and vehicle platforms including the latest Chrysler/Fiat vehicles
• Works as a direct replacement for the wiTECH VCI pod
• No Smart cables required

PC BASED

MODEL YEAR COVERAGE

SOFTWARE LICENSE

PC connection not required.
Works with any operating
system including iOS and
Android on phones and
tablets.

100% CAN equipped
vehicle coverage to current

wiTECH2 Diagnostic Application Software included for 1-year. Requires annual renewal. Does not include
Tech Authority subscription. wiTECH 2.0 and Tech Authority Subscriptions available through AE Tools &
Computers.
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*No updates required.
*No Java updates required.
*No Adobe Air required.

microPod II + Tablet
wiTECH 2.0 introduces fully wireless usage of
your microPod II with iOS or Android tablets
and phones! wiTECH 2.0 allows wireless
connectivity through any device with a
web browser!

Included with all tools purchased through AE Tools & Computers…
for the life of the tool!

microPod II Remote Trigger
+

The microPod II Trigger allows the technician to use the
microPod’s Flight Recorder capabilities. This trigger is used
to start and stop recording of a customized template which
is set up using the wiTECH Diagnostic Application.

For more information:
Aftermarket.Support@wiTECHtools.com
Aftermarket.Sales@wiTECHtools.com

WE SELL IT.
WE SUPPORT IT.

WWW.AETOOLS.US
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wiTECH 2.0 Diagnostic Software is the state of the art diagnostic system for
Dodge, Chrysler, Jeep and North American Fiat vehicles. wiTECH 2.0 allows
fully wireless connectivity to perform diagnostics, reprogramming and
security functions.
Any mobile device with a browser will run the software, including Android
and iOS phones and tablets. A Mopar Tech Authority account is required,
as well as a secure microPod II. (Serials WSP-31560 and newer are secure)
This tool is used for a variety of model years but is required for all vehicles utilizing
CAN operations. The list to the right shows some of the many functions of wiTECH 2.0.
*wiTECH 2.0 microPods are not compatible with wiTECH 1.0 software.

•Increased speed

•Rapid device recovery

•Enhanced wireless security

•No PC required

•Full wireless operation

•More reliable ECU reprogramming

•No cables required

•Automatic WiFi reconnection

•Enables mobile devices

•Automated Flash recovery

Technical Service Portal
The wiTECH Tools Aftermarket Sales and Support Portal facilitates
the ordering and installation of your FCA diagnostic equipment.

https://AETools.wiTECHtools.com

1-855-wiTECH2

913.856.6678
AE Tools & Computers is an authorized factory provider of wiTECH 2.0 and Tech Authority Subscriptions!
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GET CONNECTED.
AE Tools & Computers gets you connected to
the software and solutions you need.
To buy MOPAR products visit:

https://AETools.wiTECHtools.com

wiTECH 1.0 requires a Windows
based PC, JAVA, Adobe Air, and a
wired internet connection.

wiTECH 2.0 allows fully wireless connectivity!
Any mobile device with a browser will run
the software, including Android and iOS
phones and tablets. A Mopar Tech Authority
account is required, as well as a secure
microPod II. (Serial number WSP-31560 and forward)
*wiTECH 2 microPods are not compatible with wiTECH 1.0 software.

A Mopar Tech Authority account
is also required.
Tool end of life: December 2017
Flashing for all Modules
Wiring Schematics
Service Information
Tech Service Info
Vehicle Training
J2534 Programming
Tech Tools (DRB3 Software)

KEY CODES
Technicians with an LSID can purchase
Key Codes and Auth Pins (Skim Codes)
through www.MoparKeyCode.com.
Usage support is provided by
AE Tools & Computers.

GET CONNECTED.

1-855-wiTECH2

HAVE QUESTIONS? TALK TO A REAL PERSON!

913.856.6678
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OEM DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

DRB III Emulator
This is the exact scan tool software application used in Chrysler, Jeep
and Dodge dealerships to service non-CAN based vehicles from 1998 to
2007. The DRB III Emulator software application runs on your PC and
interfaces with the DRB III+ hardware device to enable all* the functions
of the original Chrysler DRB III Scan Tool and more. This software package
comes with non-powertrain ECU programming files to enable reflashing
everything from BCMs to sliding door modules. Optional Multiplex Cable
available for Sprinter and Crossfire.
Includes:
DRB III Emulator Software, DRB III+ hardware interface,
vehicle cable, USB cable, and software license.

Add On:
Multiplex Cable for
Sprinter and Crossfire
Coverage*
*Requires DRB III
and Software upgrade

DRB III Emulator Features:
• This hardware setup comes equipped with the addition of a J2534 HS CAN Pass-Thru interface
• Allows interface with U-Scan OBD II diagnostic application
• New Multiplex cable works in conjunction with the DRB-III Emulator, adds coverage for Sprinter/Crossfire
*Note that Powertrain flash files are supported though Chyrsler's Tech Authority website and require a separate subscription

PC BASED

MODEL YEAR COVERAGE

PC RECOMMENDED

SOFTWARE LICENSE

Requires PC
connection

non-CAN based vehicles
from 1998-2007

AE Tools & Computers
i7 Durabook
Custom Laptop

DRB III Emulator and Multiplex software included with purchase

20
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OEM DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

AUTOMOTIVE

Mazda VCM II
The Mazda VCM II with an IDS subscription provides complete
diagnostic coverage of all OBD II Mazda vehicles. You’ll be set
up with all the dealership diagnostic capabilities--module
reprogramming, key programming, calibrations, special functions
and more. This tool can also operate wirelessly.
Mazda IDS software support available through
AE Tools & Computers.

Includes:
VCM II, VCM to laptop cable, USB wireless
cards and DLC cable.

Mazda VCM II Features:
• Tool can communicate wirelessly with your laptop so technicians can work remotely
• Automatic Vehicle Recognition
• All Dealer-level Functions

PC BASED

MODEL YEAR COVERAGE

PC RECOMMENDED

SOFTWARE LICENSE

Requires PC
connection

All OBDII vehicles and
future Mazda vehicles

AE Tools & Computers
i7 Durabook
Custom Laptop

Mazda IDS requires a software license with annual renewal. The license is
connected to VCM I or VCM II, and covers the scan system software and
programming subscription. Full Mazda software support included with purchase.

WWW.AETOOLS.US
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AUTOMOTIVE

OEM DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

Ford VCM II
Step up to the dealer-level with the Ford VCM-II. When
connected to an AE Tools & Computers custom laptop with
an IDS subscription, this interface opens up complete
diagnostic coverage of current Ford, Lincoln, and Mercury
vehicles. This includes module reprogramming, key
programmingand all other functions. The VCM II is required
for all new 2016 Ford vehicles and is backwards compatible
with most 16 pin Fords.
Ford IDS software license available through
AE Tools & Computers.
Includes:
VCM II, VCM to laptop cable, USB wireless cards,
and DLC cable.

Customer Flight Recorder

Monitor and record live data streams on your VCM-II with
the assistance of a Ford Customer Flight Recorder (CFR).
The cable connects your technicians to a solution for
diagnosing intermittent problems on Fords.
*Required pairing: Ford VCM II

Ford VCM II Features:
• Supports the new Customer Flight Recorder (CFR)
• Tool can communicate wirelessly with your laptop so technicians can work remotely
• Access to module programming and installation for all modules
• Allows injector coding, steering angle resets, new key programming, and all other dealer functions

PC BASED

MODEL YEAR COVERAGE

PC RECOMMENDED

SOFTWARE LICENSE

Requires PC
connection

1996 through current and
future Ford vehicles

AE Tools & Computers
i7 Durabook
Custom Laptop

Ford IDS requires a software license with annual renewal. The license is connected
to one VCM or VCM II, and covers the scan system software and programming
subscription. Software license available through AE Tools & Computers.
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Step up to the dealer level with the Ford VCM-II.
When connected to an AE Tools & Computers custom laptop
with an IDS subscription, this interface opens up complete
diagnosticcoverage of current Ford, Lincoln, and
Mercury vehicles.
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OEM DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

GM MDI II
The newest PC based GM Multiple Diagnostic
Interface (MDI II) offers increased processing power,
security, and faster programming speeds on Global A
vehicles.
It replaces the first generation MDI introduced in 2007,
for Pass-Thru programming on current GM models. The
MDI II is backward compatible, so it can be used to
perform Pass-Thru programming on all vehicles built
since 1996. The MDI II will operate the new CAN
BUS diagnostic software.
A full list of GDS2 supported vehicles can be viewed
at www.AETools.US in the Download & Resource section.
Includes:
MDI 2 Unit, SAE J1962 DLC Cable,10-ft. USB A to
USB B Cable, Ethernet Cable, D-Link Wireless USB Adapter

GM MDI II Features:
• Reprogramming for GM vehicles 1996 and forward. MDI II will not replace the Tech II. it is still needed for some modules
• Diagnostic coverage for GM Global A and B Vehicles starting with the 2010 Camaro
• GDS 2 subscription required for Global A communication
• The MDI II is powered from the vehicle battery via the DLC Cable. It may also be powered over USB to perform firmware
updates only using a PC

24

PC BASED

MODEL YEAR COVERAGE

PC RECOMMENDED

SOFTWARE LICENSE

Requires PC
connection

1996 through current and
future GM vehicles

AE Tools & Computers
i7 Durabook
Custom Laptop

The MDI II must have an active subscription through acdelcotds.com

WWW.AETOOLS.US

OEM DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

AUTOMOTIVE

Use a GM Tech II and a CAN Diagnostic Interface (CANdi)
module for dealer-level diagnostic and programming abilities
on GM vehicles, model year 1992 through 2013. The Tech II
operates as a stand alone tool, except during programming,
when a PC connection with a 9-pin serial connection is required.
The Pro kit includes: an authentic GM Tech 2,
CANdi module, PC interface kit, AC to DC
power supply and data link connector.

The CANdi Module is needed for the
Tech II to read CAN data.

•Covers all powertrain, chassis and body systems

•4 Wheel & Electric Steering functions for wheel alignment service

•100% Bi-Directional capabilities

•Full TPMS Functionality

•ALL Body System functions

•Programming and setups for all Modules

• Setups and initialization function for replacement ECU’s

•Additional coverage also available for Saab, Suzuki and Isuzu

AE Tools & Computers
i7 Durabook
Custom Laptop

The Tech II must have an active
subscription through acdelcotds.com
for flash programming.
WWW.AETOOLS.US
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AUTOMOTIVE

OEM DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

KIA GDS II
This is the latest OEM diagnostic set up for comprehensive coverage
on all KIA vehicles, including hybrids. The tablet-based system offers
full wireless diagnostics, all dealer-level functions, DTC analysis,
programming, key registration and more. New vehicle software
management technology allows technicians to quickly and easily
check and update every electronic system in the car. The new
GDS II also boosts speeds over two times faster than the previous
GDS tool.
*For complete coverage both the GDS and GDS II are required.
Includes:

User Manual, Tablet, Carrying Case, VCI Module, Trigger Module,
Cable-Mini USB Cable, [26pin -16pin] Cable-DLC, [16pin-20pin(R)] Adapter,
[16pin -12pin] Cable-DLC, Cable - Battery Power Extension, (10-8-2) Adapter
(self-test) Adapter, 6p--DC jack, AC-DC Power Adapter

The Kia GDS II interface can also operate as the Hyundai OEM diagnostic solution.
Separate software, dedicated PC or a PC with partitioned hard drive, tablet and adapters required.

KIA GDS II Features:
• Full Wireless Diagnostics
• Run diagnostic functions and check service information at the same time
• Optimized user interface
• Automated vehicle selection using VIN
• All DTCs can be scanned by one touch for all systems

PC BASED

MODEL YEAR COVERAGE

PC RECOMMENDED

SOFTWARE LICENSE

Tablet required

1994 to Current

AE Tools & Computers
i7 Durabook
Custom Laptop

Annual KIA GDS Subscription required. KIA GDS software subscription is
available through AE Tools & Computers.
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OEM DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

AUTOMOTIVE

KIA GDS
This is the the only OEM diagnostic tool for comprehensive coverage
on all KIA vehicles, including hybrids. Connect the GDS to a PC for
complete diagnostics, analysis and reprogramming capabilities as
well as a huge library of technical, service and repair information.
KIA is one of the fastest growing vehicle platforms in the United
States. If you’re seeing an increase in these models at your shop,
meet your complete KIA diagnostic solution.
*For complete coverage both the GDS and GDS II are required.
Original GDS still required for flash programming of some models.
Includes:

User Manual, Carrying Case, VCI Module, Trigger Module,
Cable-Mini USB Cable, [26pin -16pin] Cable-DLC, [16pin-20pin(R)] Adapter,
[16pin -12pin] Cable-DLC, Cable - Battery Power Extension, (10-8-2) Adapter
(self-test) Adapter, 6p--DC jack, AC-DC Power Adapter

The Kia GDS interface can also operate as the Hyundai OEM diagnostic solution. Separate software and adapters required.

KIA GDS Features:
• The system offers total diagnostic coverage of all engine, chassis and body systems
• Reading and re-setting of diagnostic trouble codes (DTC)
• Real-time reading of dynamic data
• Full component activation clearing and re-setting of adaptation values
• Coding of all engine, chassis, body and instrumentation modules
• Key configuration

PC BASED

MODEL YEAR COVERAGE

PC required

1994 to Current

PC RECOMMENDED

AE Tools & Computers
i7 Durabook
Custom Laptop

SOFTWARE LICENSE

Annual KIA GDS Subscription required. KIA GDS software subscription is
available through AE Tools & Computers.

WWW.AETOOLS.US
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AUTOMOTIVE

OEM DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

Hyundai GDS II
This is the latest OEM diagnostic set up for comprehensive
coverage on all Hyundai vehicles. The tablet-based system offers
full wireless diagnostics, all dealers-level functions, DTC analysis,
programming, key registration and more. New vehicle software
management technology allows technicians to quickly and easily
check and update every electronic system in the car. The new
GDS II also boosts speeds over two times faster than the
previous GDS tool.
*For complete coverage both the GDS and GDS II are required.
Includes:

User Manual, Tablet, Carrying Case, VCI Module, Trigger Module,
Cable-Mini USB Cable, [26pin -16pin] Cable-DLC, [16pin-20pin(R)] Adapter,
[16pin -12pin] Cable-DLC, Cable - Battery Power Extension, (10-8-2) Adapter
(self-test) Adapter, 6p--DC jack, AC-DC Power Adapter

The Hyundai GDS interface can also operate as the KIA OEM diagnostic solution.
Separate software, dedicated PC or a PC with partitioned hard drive, tablet and adapters required.

Hyundai GDS II Features:
• Full Wireless Diagnostics
• Run diagnostic functions and check service information at the same time
• Optimized user interface
• Automated vehicle selection using VIN
• All DTCs can be scanned by one touch for all systems

PC BASED

MODEL YEAR COVERAGE

PC RECOMMENDED

SOFTWARE LICENSE

Tablet required

1986 to current

AE Tools & Computers
i7 Durabook
Custom Laptop

Annual Hyundai GDS Subscription required. Hyundai GDS software subscription
is available through AE Tools & Computers.
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OEM DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

AUTOMOTIVE

Hyundai GDS
The Hyundai GDS is the most advanced diagnostic tool for
all Hyundai vehicles. The GDS provides complete functionality
from diagnostics to reprogramming as well as maintenance and
service information. The system offers total diagnostic coverage
of all engine, chassis and body systems, reading and re-setting of
diagnostic trouble codes, and coding of all engine, chassis,
body and instrumentation modules.
*For complete coverage both the GDS and GDS II are required.
Original GDS still required for flash programming of some models.
Includes:

User Manual, Carrying Case, VCI Module,Trigger Module
Cable-Mini USB Cable, [26pin -16pin] Cable-DLC, [16pin-20pin(R)]
Adapter, [16pin -12pin] Cable-DLC, Cable - Battery Power Extension,
(10-8-2) Adapter, (self-test) Adapter, 6p--DC jack, AC-DC Power Adapter

The Hyundai GDS interface can also operate as the KIA OEM diagnostic solution. Separate software and adapter required.

Hyundai GDS Features:
• Key configuration
• Also functions as the KIA OEM diagnostic solution with adaptors, and additional software
• Full component activation clearing and re-setting of adaptation values
• Total ASSYST / ASSYST + control (Active Service System) to update on board service history

PC BASED

MODEL YEAR COVERAGE

PC RECOMMENDED

SOFTWARE LICENSE

PC required

1986 to current

AE Tools & Computers
i7 Durabook
Custom Laptop

Annual Hyundai GDS Subscription required. Hyundai GDS software subscription
is available through AE Tools & Computers.

WWW.AETOOLS.US
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AUTOMOTIVE

OEM DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

Nissan Consult III Plus
Put the power of OEM level diagnostics in your tool box with
the latest diagnostic interface from Nissan. This PC based,
dealer level solution offers complete coverage on all current
Nissan and Infiniti vehicles and is required for all 2013 and
newer models. Give your technicians what they need to start
programming, reprogramming and initializing Nissan and
Infiniti modules.

Includes:

i7 Durabook Custom Laptop
Vehicle interface and the latest C-III plus software
Carry and Storage Case
Adapter AC Toughbook
Cable USB PC to Nissan VI
Cable DLC1 adapter Nissan VI
C3+ Type A Security Card (LSID Required)
GTR Diagnostic (optional)
GTR Key Security Card (optional)

Nissan Consult III Plus Features:
• Supports ECM reprogramming on most 1999 model year and later and some TCM and ABS/VDC reprogramming
• Supports blank ECM and TCM programming
• Optional Security Card – Type A Kit (must be approved security professional to purchase)
• All other Dealer functions (Assist not included)
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PC BASED

MODEL YEAR COVERAGE

PC required

The Consult-III Plus is required for all 2013 and newer Nissan ® and Infiniti ® vehicles.
In addition, the Consult-III Plus is required for all: 2011 and newer Nissan ® LEAF, Quest,
and Murano CrossCabriolet vehicles; 2012 and newer Nissan ® GT-R and NV vehicles; and
2012 and newer Infiniti ® M and M Hybrid vehicles. The Consult-III Plus software is
continuously being updated to accommodate new vehicles as well as older model years
dating back as far as 1996.

WWW.AETOOLS.US

PC RECOMMENDED

AE Tools & Computers
i7 Durabook
Custom Laptop

SOFTWARE LICENSE

www.nissan-tech-info.com

OEM DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

AUTOMOTIVE

Subaru Denso DST-i
The Subaru Denso DST-i interface and software
is the OEM diagnostic solution for all 2004 and
newer Subaru vehicles. This is the same tool the
Subaru Dealership uses. The DST-i can be used in
combination with Subaru Select Monitor III
software (SSMIII) for all 2004 to 2015 vehicles.
On 2016 and newer vehicles the DST-i must be used
with Subaru Select Monitor 4 software (SSM4).

Includes:
DST-i Interface
OBD Cable
USB Cable
USB Spacer
Flash Drive with Subaru Software
Case

Subaru Denso DST-i Features:
• Procedures for Programmable Module Installation
• Module Reprogramming
• Coding
• Supplemental restraints initialization
• All other Dealer Functions

PC BASED

MODEL YEAR COVERAGE

PC required

The DST-i can be used in combination with Subaru Select Monitor III software
(SSMIII) for all 2004 to 2015 vehicles. On 2016 and new vehicles the DST-i
must be used with Subaru Select Monitor 4 software (SSM4).

PC RECOMMENDED

AE Tools & Computers
i7 Durabook
Custom Laptop

SOFTWARE LICENSE

http://techinfo.subaru.com/

WWW.AETOOLS.US
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OEM DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

BMW ICOM A,B,C
The BMW ICOM Next A,B and C is a single diagnostic
interface for BMW, MINI and Rolls-Royce models.
This is the latest OEM Diagnostic Solution for BMW.
The new interface is functionally and mechanically
compatible to ICOM A2 and backwards
compatible to car adapters (ICOM B, C) and
motorcycle adapters (ICOM D,E).
Includes:
BMW ICOM NEXT A+B+C
BMW 20pin Cable
USB Cable
LAN Cable
OBD Cable

B
C
A

BMW iCOMM A,B,C Features:
• A- OBD diagnostic supporting MOST, D-CAN and K-CAN protocols
• B - diagnostic via MOST bus, and have connection to A-interface via USB connection
• C - 20-pin cable for older models

PC BASED

Requires PC
connection
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MODEL YEAR COVERAGE

1995 - Current

WWW.AETOOLS.US

PC RECOMMENDED

SOFTWARE LICENSE

AE Tools & Computers
i7 Durabook
Custom Laptop

Available through www.bmwtechinfo.com

“It’s all about having the right
tools for the job...
AE Tools & Computers
support certainly help too!”

Industry Professional since 1987
AE Tools & Computers Customer since 2005
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[AE Z Flasher II, see page 36,82]
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J2534 REPROGRAMMING

AND OEM DIAGNOSTICS
THE FUTURE OF OEM DIAGNOSTICS IS HERE
By model year 2018, auto manufacturers are required
to make their service information and diagnostic
software available to the aftermarket through a
J2534 pass-thru device, laptop, and OEM software
subscription. The AE Z Flasher 2, a comprehensive
J2534 ECU reprogrammer with built-in OBD II
diagnostics provides the independent technician and
automotive locksmith with the same diagnostic and
service capabilities that exist at a franchise dealership.
Put simply, the AE Z Flasher 2 opens up a world of
opportunities in OEM diagnostics, module
programming, and more. Our on-car support allows
you to take full advantage of J2534 capabilities, and
to say “Yes, we can fix that!” with confidence.

WWW.AETOOLS.US
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OEM DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

AE Z Flasher 2
The new AE Z Flasher 2 is the most advanced J-2534 tool for communicating with new vehicles and
CAN networks. Currently, nearly all OEM softwares interface with the AE Z Flasher 2 for ECU flash
reprogramming, while others, like Toyota/Lexus, Volkswagen/Audi, BMW/Mini, Jaguar/Land Rover,
GM and Volvo already offer dealer-level diagnostics and key programming through the AE Z Flasher 2.
Others are following suit in the lead up to the the 2018 Right to Repair deadline.
This is the best tool for Programming, Re-Programming, Key Programming, and multi-line OEM diagnostics.
Features:
•Ethernet and USB PC connectivity
•J2534 Toolbox Built-in operating system
•Protocol support for all modern vehicles
•Six analog output
•New bolt-on USB port design offers reinforced strength
•Supports over 2,000 new and future vehicle protocols and technologies
•Resolves the GM GDS 2 software issue
•Upgradeable through firmware updates and expansion slots

INTERNET
AE Tools & Computers
Custom Laptop+ OEM Subscription
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SAE J2534 Device

J2534 Programming and OEM Diagnostics by Make
Manufacturer

Website

Diagnostics

Programming / Coding Capabilities

Acura

www.ServiceExpress.Honda.com

Yes -Dealer Level

Full diagnostics & programming capabilities

Audi

www.Erwin.AudiUSA.com

Yes -Dealer Level

2017 and Older

2018^

BMW

www.bmwtechinfo.com

Yes -Dealer Level

2017 and Older

2018^

Chrysler

www.techauthority.com

Yes - 2018^

2017 and Older

2018^

Ford

www.motorcraftservice.com

Yes - 2018^

2017 and Older

2018^

General Motors

www.ACDelcoTDS.com

Yes -Dealer Level

Full diagnostics & programming capabilities

Honda

www.ServiceExpress.Honda.com

Yes -Dealer Level

Full diagnostics & programming capabilities

Hyundai

www.hmaservice.com

No

ECM and TCM

Infiniti*

www.infiniti-techinfo.com

No

2017 and Older

Isuzu

www.isuzutechinfo.com

No

ECM and TCM

Jaguar

www.JaguarTechInfo.com

Yes - Dealer Level

Full diagnostics & programming capabilities

Kia

www.kiatechinfo.com

No

ECM and TCM

Land Rover

www.LandRoverTechInfo.com

Yes -Dealer Level

Full diagnostics & programming capabilities

Lexus

www.TechInfo.Lexus.com

Yes - Dealer Level

Full diagnostics & programming capabilities

Mazda

www.mazdatechinfo.com

No

ECM and TCM

Mercedes Benz

www.startekinfo.com

No

ECM and TCM

Mini

www.minitechinfo.com

Yes -Dealer Level

2017 and Older

Mitsubishi

www.mitsubishitechinfo.com

No

ECM and TCM

Nissan*

www.Nissan-TechInfo.com

Yes - 2018^

2017 and Older

Porsche

www.techinfo.porsche.com

Yes

Full diagnostics & programming capabilities

Subaru

www.techinfo.subaru.com

Yes

Full diagnostics & programming capabilities

Suzuki

www.suzukitechinfo.com

No

ECM and TCM

Toyota

www.techinfo.toyota.com

Yes -Dealer Level

Full diagnostics & programming capabilities

Volkswagen

www.Erwin.VW.com

Yes -Dealer Level

Full diagnostics & programming capabilities

Volvo

www.VolvoTechInfo.com

Yes -Dealer Level

Full diagnostics & programming capabilities

2018^

2018^

2018^

*Requires Manufacturers software subscription. Visit listed websites for options and pricing. Access subject to change.
*LSID required for key reprogramming. See page 93 for details. *Chart is current as of July 2017. Visit www.AETools.US for the most up to date list.

Full diagnostics & programming capabilities

Limited diagnostics & programming capabilities

Information is unavailable
WWW.AETOOLS.US
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

J2534

What is vehicle reprogramming?
Reprogramming is the process of replacing the existing software in a vehicle controller with new software by
electronically transferring approved calibration files from a vehicle manufacturer’s website. (Also known as reflashing,
flashing, programming.)
Why is reprogramming so important?
1. Automobile manufacturers are constantly making changes to their controller software – making cars more efficient,
fixing problems that have been discovered, fine tuning components and systems, updating cut points as cars age,
solving problems such as rough idle and hard starting, repairing emissions related problems and many others.
2. New controllers replaced in a vehicle require programming to match the exact specifications and option list on the
car being repaired.
3. Many of the Technical Service Bulletins (TSBs) issued by automobile manufacturers require reprogramming with the
latest software updates to repair problems that are occurring with vehicles on the road even after their warranties have
expired.
Isn’t reprogramming just for cars that are still under warranty so only dealers will need this capability?
Maybe you thought only cars still under warranty are being reprogrammed and it’s just not worth your while. Over
100 million cars on the road today support J2534 reprogramming. Studies indicate that 7 out of 10 vehicles on the
road require a calibration update. Auto Manufacturers are constantly updating controller software to solve problems
such as false DTCs, hesitation, rough idle, emissions problems, hard starting, poor fuel economy and others. These
problems plague many cars that are no longer under warranty. Your competitors are making money repairing these
cars by J2534 reprogramming. You should be too!
38
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What is J2534?
SAE J2534 is a standard for communications between a computer and a vehicle. Government regulations require all
automakers provide a J2534 service to EVERYONE in the U.S. for reprogramming (also called reflashing) emissions
related controllers. If you own a J2534 Pass Thru device, you can reflash and, in some cases, diagnose vehicles with
factory functionality.
What do I need to reprogram a vehicle controller?
1. J2534 Pass thru Device
2. PC with Access to the Internet
3. OEM Data Subscription(s)
What is a J2534 Pass Thru device?
A J2534 Pass-thru Device is an interface that acts as a gateway between a vehicles controller and the technician’s
PC. It’s purpose is to translate the messages back and forth between the PC and controller into a protocol (language)
that is understood by the vehicle.
Why do I need a J2534 reprogrammer?
Computers and software in cars have been expanding at an exponential rate. There are now over 100 Million
reprogrammable controllers on the road today. Updating vehicle controller software is becoming one of the leading
solutions for vehicle repairs. Reprogramming may be the only way to fix some of these issues:
Driveability
Fuel efficiency
Power loss
Fault codes
Durability of mechanical parts
How would I use a J2534 reprogrammer in my shop?
J2534 reprogramming is becoming an essential shop tool. Studies indicate that 7 out of 10 vehicles on the road
require a calibration update. With a J2534 reprogrammer in your shop you can:
Fix cars with the problems listed above
Grow profits by offering services previously sent to the dealership
Offer the services needed to retain customers
What vehicles can be reprogrammed?
As of 2004, all new vehicles must support the SAE J2534 (reprogramming) specification as mandated by the EPA.
The EPA mandate also requires OEMs to support aftermarket repair shops with J2534 flash programming for any
emissions related controllers on a vehicle that can be reprogrammed by a new car dealership.
Is this a performance tool?
If the vehicle manufacturers find a way to better the performance of a vehicle they will release these TSB’s (Technical
Service Bulletins) and you will have to re-flash the vehicle computer to update it. The only way that the performance
of the vehicle will be changed is if this is included in the TSB’s that are released from the vehicle manufacturers.

WWW.AETOOLS.US
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[AUTEL MaxiSys, see page 42]
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AFTERMARKET TOOLS
AFTERMARKET SOLUTIONS FOR THE SAVVY TECHNICIAN
All aftermarket tools are not created equal. That is why we
only sell and support aftermarket tools that truly get the
job done; legitimate OEM alternatives!
From scan tools and oscilloscopes to leak detectors and
TPMS tools, AE Tools & Computers is your complete solution.

WWW.AETOOLS.US
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AUTOMOTIVE

AFTERMARKET DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTIONS

MaxiSYS®
The MaxiSYS® is the perfect diagnostic
solution for shops and technicians who
demand unrivalled smart technology
and repairs.
Built upon the foundation of the hugely
popular MaxiDAS® DS708, the
revolutionary MaxiSYS® offers all the
same qualities including extreme ease of
use, powerful diagnostic performance and
much more. A major upgrade is the ultrapowerful A9 quad-core processor, offering
a 50% increase in speed versus competing
products, along with a crystal clear 9.7” LED
screen with a high resolution capacitive
touch screen.

MaxiSYS® Pro

MaxiSYS® Pro utilizes an ultra-powerful A9 quad-core,
1.40GHz processor that offers a 50% increase in speed versus
competing products, a 9.7” LED screen with a 1,024 x 768
resolution capacitive touch screen, a 32GB solid state hard
drive, the revolutionary multitasking Android Operating System
and comprehensive OE-level vehicle coverage.

Includes:
The MaxiSYS® Pro comes with a J-2534 reprogramming box
and special MaxiSYS® Pro software, all necessary adaptors for
1996 & newer vehicles, software for Domestic, Asian, & European
vehicles and cables needed to get the job done, along with one
year of *FREE updates.
*(J-2534 manufacturer updates sold separately)
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Includes:

The MaxiSYS® comes with a wireless Vehicle
Communication Interface (VCI), all necessary
adaptors for 1996 & newer vehicles, software for
Domestic, Asian, & European vehicles, and cables
needed to get the job done, as well as one year
of FREE updates. *(J2534 manufacturer updates
sold separately)

AFTERMARKET DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

AUTOMOTIVE

MaxiSYS® Elite
Designed for the professional technician, the MaxiSYS Elite
is the next level in the MaxiSYS Diagnostic Family of highly
advanced smart diagnostic tools, based on the fast and
intuitive Android operating system. Powered by NVIDIA’s
Tegra® 4, the world’s fastest mobile processor, its visually
stunning 9.7” Retina display offers ultra-high resolutions up
to 2048x1536 and an optimized array of sophisticated and
powerful applications. The MaxiSys Elite rapidly performs
every job from comprehensive vehicle diagnostics and analysis to advanced ECU programming. 2x faster than any
comparable device, the MaxiSys Elite provides extended battery life and intelligent power saving. The MaxiSys Elite
offers a super-sensitive capacitive screen able to respond to gloved, moistened, and even greasy fingers! The
ergonomically angled docking station provides optimum visibility and convenient charging that eliminates power
concerns.
Features:
•The most extensive coverage for more than 80 US domestic, Asian and European makes and models.
•Exceptional OE-Level functionality from comprehensive OBDII diagnostics & services to advanced ECU coding and programming.
•Uniquely integrated vehicle programming capabilities working with a SAE J2534-1 & -2 compliant vehicle programming
pass-thru interface
•Automatic system and software updates with real-time push message notifications via internet
•Instant remote control tech support anytime, anywhere
•Interactive Data Logging sessions enable direct contact with AE Tools & Computers Support for first-hand troubleshooting of
diagnostic bugs and errors
•One-stop multitasking designed for ideal management of workshop operations to keep all data files, customer info, and vehicle
records well organized
•Unique ergonomic design with rubberized outer protection and a rugged internal housing

Includes:
The MaxiSYS® Elite comes with a J-2534 reprogramming box and
MaxiSYS® software, all necessary adaptors for 1996 & newer vehicles,
software for Domestic, Asian, and European vehicles and cables needed
to get the job done, along with one year of FREE* updates.
*(J2534 manufacturer updates sold separately)

WWW.AETOOLS.US
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MaxiSYS® MS906TS
TPMS & Scan Tool Combination
Faster Processor / Superior Software / Larger Memory / Bigger Battery
The newest tool in the MaxiSYS line combines advanced diagnostics with complete TPMS functionality. Now
technicians don’t need a secondary TPMS device to trigger, program, or relearn Autel MX-Sensors and quickly
test all vehicle systems with one ultra-fast, lightweight, touch screen tablet. Outperforming all predecessor
eight-inch tablet scan tools, the MS906TS features a large internal memory, a tethered connection and is
equipped with faster Android based software to perform advanced diagnostics.
Features:
•Covers Domestic / Asian / European vehicles manufactures
•Retrieves module information from Body, Chassis, Powertrain, Information and Communication
•Instantly retrieves vehicle ID, Make, Model and Year
•Quickly display faults and trouble codes
•Full-screen waveform graphing analysis of up to three system parameters with trigger-type recording modes
•Newly design Bluetooth Wireless MaxiVCI 100 for complete mobility
•Embedded antennae triggers all known sensors and program Autel MX-Sensors as universal replacements
•Dedicated, comprehensive TPMS diagnostic services
•Autel’s exclusive System Status Screen quickly identifies needed fixes

Includes:
MaxiSYS 906TS Unite, Complete Connector Kit and
Carrying Case, Bluetooth MaxiVCI V100, 1-Year
Software Updates, 1-Year Warranty
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MaxiScope MP408
The MaxiScope MP408 is a PC based 4-channel automotive
oscilloscope. It works in combination with your PC or MaxiSyS®
Tablet, which turns into a powerful diagnostic tool, providing you
an insight to the inner workings of a vehicle’s electronic circuits.
The MP408 system is able to measure and test virtually all the
electrical and electronic components and circuits in any modern
vehicle. Power for the MaxiScope MP408 Module comes directly
from the USB port of the connected PC, making the system very
versatile and portable to use.
Features:
• One-click auto setup of voltage scale and time base
• Works on all makes and models of modern vehicles
• Compatible with LAN, CAN and FlexRay data bus standards
• Reads and displays electrical signals in high resolution waveforms
• Allows manual editing of measurement parameter display
• Records and plays back waveform data
• Features color coded 4channel control panel
• Intuitive UI design features easy trigger point adjustment and real
time scale info display
• Direct power supply through USB connection
• Free online software update through the Internet
• Portable design with strong housing and protective rubber boot

MaxiVideo MV105/108
The MV105/108 digital inspection camera is
designed to work with MaxiSyS® series products or
PC. It turns your MaxiSys® tablet into a video inspection
scope, allowing you to examine difficult to reach areas
normally hidden from sight. It is capable of recording
digital still images and videos, which offers you
an economical solution to inspect machinery,
facilities, and infrastructure in a safe and quick way.
Features:
• White LED lights to illuminate the inspection areas.
• Small diameter allows it to be used in the tight spaces.
• Wonderful for upclose visual inspections in confined areas, such as engine cylinders and small part inspections.
• Powerful and perfect for inspecting most spark plug holes.
[MaxiSyS Mini, see page 34]
• Super bright LED and high resolution provide crystal clear images.
WWW.AETOOLS.US
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We support
your Autel
for the life
of the tool,
with industry
leading on-car
support.
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MaxiDiag Elite MD802
®

Derived from the MaxiDAS DS 708, the MaxiDiag Elite MD802 enables
the user to access OEM enhanced OBD-II systems with mode 6 access
and live data graphing. The tool also allows a technician to scan the
entire car, ALL makes, ALL models, and all available modules just like
our DS708. With the MaxiDiag Elite® MD802 the user can read and
clear codes in all Powertrain, Chassis, Body, and Information & Communication systems with the push of one button, making it great for body
shops, used car dealers, and the professional repair shops. With its
print function, you can easily provide the customer or the insurance
agent a complete diagnosis of the vehicle. This new diagnostic
platform delivers fast and easy diagnosis at the right price.
Product Features & Functions:
· Ability to quickly Read and Clear codes in ALL available modules for European,
Asian, and Domestic vehicles 1996-present
· One button Auto-Scan reads codes in ALL modules and displays them on the screen
· Quick Erase feature allows all codes to be cleared with the push of a button
· Live data graphing for all available modules
· One tool to do it all. Reads and clears trouble codes on engine, transmission, airbag,
and ABS failures and more, U.S., Asian & European
· Global OBD II coverage (US, Asian, & European)
· Turns off engine, transmission, ABS, and airbag warning lights for most Domestic,
Asian, and European vehicles
· Supports all 10 test modes of the latest J1979 OBD II test specs
· Enhanced OBD II Mode 6
· OBD II code tips guide technicians to the root cause of trouble codes faster
· View freeze frame data
· USB cable included for product updates
· One year of FREE software updates and upgrades included
· Prints data via PC-link
· Limited One (1) Year Warranty

Includes:
· MaxiDiag® Elite MD802 Tool
· User's Manual
· CD software
· USB cable
· OBD-II Cable

Accessories:
· 20-pin Connector for 1996-2001 BMW vehicles
· 38-pin Connector for 1996-2000 Mercedes-Benz vehicles
· 14-pin Connector for 1996-1999 Nissan and Infiniti vehicles
· 16-pin CCD Adapter for 1996-2003 Dodge, Chrysler, and Jeep vehicles
· Accessory Cable
WWW.AETOOLS.US
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AutoLink AL619
®

The AutoLink AL619® scan tool helps you determine why the
Check Engine Light, ABS, or SRS warning lights are on for over 50
different vehicle manufacturers. The tool offers the same features as
our AL609, but comes with the added benefits of SRS system
diagnosis, code reading and clearing. A very powerful tool for body
and specialty shops that need quick testing for SRS and ABS, the
AutoLink® AL619 is a must for any technician.
Product Features & Functions:
· Diagnoses and erases ABS & SRS codes on over 50 vehicle makes
· Work with ALL 1996 and newer vehicles (OBD II & CAN) Domestic, Asian and European
· Live Data – Displays, records and plays back complete OBDII vehicle data stream
· Retrieves generic (P0, U0), manufacturer specific (P1, P2, P3, and U1) and pending codes
· Easily determines the cause of the Check Engine Light (MIL)
· Turns off Check Engine Light (MIL), clears codes, and resets monitors
· Internet software updates and upgrades via USB Interface

MaxiTPMS TS601
®

The MaxiTPMS® TS601 diagnostic and service tool is capable of fully
diagnosing TPMS problems as well as activating TPMS sensors. This
professional tool activates all magnetic, frequency, and tire deflation
triggered sensors using 125KHz continuous or modulated wave signals.
It reads/writes sensor ID from the vehicle ECU, reads/clears codes of
TPMS and resets malfunction indicator light. The TS601 also reads
activated sensor data including sensor ID, tire pressure, temperature,
battery condition, OE part number, and relearn information.
Product Features and Functions:
· Retrieves TPMS ECU information
· Performs actuation tests and special functions
· Programs vehicle ECU to learn sensor IDs and positions
· Capable of programing single tires
· Checks Remote Keyless Entry (Key FOB) for signal transmission
· Work with ALL 1996 and newer vehicles (OBD II & CAN) Domestic, Asian and European
· Retrieves generic (P0, U0), manufacturer specific (P1, P2, P3, and U1) and pending codes
· Turns off Check Engine Light (MIL), clears codes, and resets monitors
· Provides visual and audible responses to confirm sensors are working properly
· Incredibly easy to use with intuitive navigation and step-by-step on-screen instructions
· Multilingual support: English, French, and Spanish
· 1 year of free updates via USB
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PicoScope 4425
The fast sampling speeds, large memory
and high bandwidth of the PicoScope 4000
Series means that not only is it suitable for
use on all current vehicles, but it will continue
to be of use in diagnosing faults with the complex
electrical and electronic systems that will be found
on new and future generations of vehicles.
What can I test with the PicoScope?
The PicoScope offers professional-level testing and
flexibility for diagnosing any modern vehicle. The package
includes hardware (leads, adapters and connectors) and
software that contains over 140 built–in tests, each with
illustrated instructions and sample waveforms for:

·Primary and secondary ignition circuits
·Glow plugs and timer relays
·Fuel injectors
·Fuel pumps
·Alternators and starters
·CAN Bus and many other sensors and actuators: ABS,

Advanced Kit:
For expanded testing, the PicoScope is
compatible with many aftermarket
accessories that are sold separately, including:
·Pressure transducers
·Ignition Parade modules and COP probes
·Software
·DLC Breakout box

crankshaft, camshaft, MAP, MAF, throttle position, knock
and lambda sensors.

With the uncompromising resolution and accuracy of the WPS500X
Automotive Pressure Transducer you can perform quick and accurate
pressure analysis of many automotive systems.
The WPS500X features an extremely fast 100 µs response
rate from 0% to 90% of full scale and sensitivity down to
about 0.07 psi (5 mbar). This provides you with an accurate
representation of rapidly changing signals that span across
a broad pressure range.

WWW.AETOOLS.US
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Motor Magazine 2014 TOP 20 TOOL and TST’s Technicians’ Choice 2013 Winner!
The Bullseye Leak Detector from ATS pinpoints leaks in air conditioning, fuel vapor, as well as other closed
automotive systems including; air suspension, tire and wheel, combustion gas in cooling system, crankcase
oil leaks, induction system leaks, air brakes, cooling systems and much more. Its unique approach combines
inert carbon dioxide and a special CO2 leak detector to zero-in on the smallest leaks, saving you hours of
wasted time, frustration--and embarrassing comebacks!
The BULLSEYE hits the mark:
CO2 is great for leak detection. It is a small molecule that penetrates tiny breaks in the system for faster detection
of “small” leaks; the ones that cause comebacks. Just charge the sealed system with CO2. Then start sniffing with
the special Bullseye CO2 detector.
• Work in tight areas. The Bullseye CO2 detector is portable. Battery-operated, it is light, small, and reaches into
tight areas where leaks hide, identifying their location with a loud audible signal. Now you can sniff out pesky
leaks that lurk in hard to reach places, in less time.
• Confirm your diagnosis faster. Spray our special leak detection foam on the area where the sniffer detects the leak.
The pink foam changes color (from pink to yellow) when it comes in contact with CO2, to confirm your diagnosis
and pinpoint the exact location of the leak.
• Work safer. Unlike compressed air, inert CO2 will not support combustion, and cannot be confused with other HC
sources. It won’t leave moisture behind like compressed air will, or contaminate systems like smoke machines will.
• The Bullseye hits the mark on any sealed automotive system, detecting leaks smaller than one ten thousandth (.0001)
of an inch!
If your current diagnostic approach to vapor leaks is more miss than hit, why not let ATS show you how to start
hitting the Bullseye all the time?

BULLSEYE Leak Detector Pro Kit
50
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BULLSEYE Leak Detector Kit

BULLSEYE Leak Detector Ltd Kit

AFTERMARKET DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTIONS

AUTOMOTIVE

The EScope Pro is a powerful 16 bit PC based 8
channel, adjustable dual time base oscilloscope with
complete accessory kit. Scope 8 circuits at the same
time on 2 separate time bases. View fast timing signals
and slow O2 signals on the same screen at the same time.
EScope Pro allows bi-directional control of electrical devices
through the wiring, feedback equation (virtual replacement
of electrical sensors), and more...
Check out what the pros can do with this Motor Top 20 & Undercar Digest Top 10 Award Winner!
• Scope EIGHT circuits at the same time on two different time bases.
• Power and then scope FOUR pressure transducers at the same time.
• Convert pressure transducer voltage to actual pressure or vacuum readings.
• Inject sensor signal simulations; test computer responses in live circuits.
• Operate actuators (coils, injectors, motors) to test their performance, with
the press of a button.
• Use factory presets for common tests, or record your own.
• Make fast adjustments on the fly with our easy-to-use on-screen control console.
• Free EIgnition software allows up to 8 individual triggers so waveforms can
be superimposed.
Using 8 traces = 8 times the power to diagnose problems!
Finds problems fast saving you time, making you money!

Convert your Scope into a Powerful Ignition Analyzer!
Ignition waveforms can identify engine drivability problems,
but modern Coil On Plug (COP) systems have module drivers
built into them so they have no primary waveform. This
makes diagnostics difficult. The ECOP quickly attaches to
the coil housing or ignition wire capturing a clear ignition
waveform; making problems quick and easy to diagnose
using any oscilloscope. Only 1 ECOP is necessary, but to
take full advantage of all your scope’s channels consider
a set of ECOP’s.
WWW.AETOOLS.US
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Get smart. Turn your laptop computer into a diagnostic
powerhouse with the EScan Pro scan tool from ATS. This Motor
Top 20 Tool connects to all major data protocols, including CAN.
Now you ask, “What makes our EScan Pro so special?”
Fair question: simple answer. EScan Pro is the only smart scan
tool of its kind. If you aren't sure what a smart scan tool is, ask
yourself these questions:
• Does your scan tool alert you to fuel control problems?
• Does your scan tool calculate volumetric efficiency?
• Does your scan tool calculate the horsepower of the engine?
• Does your scan tool display fuel trim charts in color at different engine speeds?
• Can your scan tool tell if the air/fuel ratio is correct: if the MAF is working properly?
• Can your scan tool calculate and display catalyst efficiency?
• Does your scan tool have a list of special diagnostic PIDS?
• Can your scan tool translate Mode 6 data to simple English?

Gas It, Graph It, Get It Done
The ATS Emission 5 Gas analyzer spots common problems
quickly. The update rates from probe to screen display in five
seconds or less. Locate fuel control problems, misfires, leaking
head gaskets, no starts, hard starts, and EVAP system leaks.
• A portable five gas analyzer with built in battery for total
mobile service, can be used by itself or with a PC
• Accurately reads HC, CO, CO2, O2, and NOX
• Lambda calculations, air fuel calculations, RPM, IM240
drive cycle test, automated diagnosis
• Only 5 second delay from sample to display
• Works on gasoline or diesel engines
• Low maintenance - sample cell is not sealed so it can be cleaned
Solve A/F Problems Faster
Ever wonder if a skewed air/fuel ratio is your problem? The Emission 5 Gas answers
that question with a single number, known as lambda. One reading: one number: done deal. If you eliminate air and
fuel in seconds, you can move on to other possible problem areas, identified by your EScan Pro or EScope.)
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Need LOGO
Camshaft timing off by one tooth? Wrong camshaft installed in your engine?
These are very difficult challenges that will take hours of your time to prove.
What if we told you that you could tell if the camshaft timing is off by as
little as one tooth, the wrong camshaft is installed in your engine, the intake
or exhaust valves have sealing issues, the piston rings have sealing issues,
in as little as five minutes. You would think we were CRAZY....Well we aren’t!
Our EMissFire Detector uses advanced patented technology to check the
pressure changes in the cylinders THROUGH THE SPARK PLUG HOLE! View
large, colorful, razor sharp waveforms on your hi-res PC display.
INCREDIBLE? We think so.

Got a random misfire code, miss-identified misfire code, or no code at
all, and the vehicle is misfiring? Our EMissFire Detector shows you which
cylinder or cylinders are missing through the exhaust tailpipe and then
checks the mechanical condition of the cylinder through the spark plug
hole in just minutes! ATS’ revolutionary patented EMissFire software
automatically identifies problems and alerts the technician; saving hours
of diagnostic time.
Kit includes:
4 channel EScope Limited and all accessories.
No laptop? No problem. We’ll load the EMissFire Detector and EScope Limited
onto a customized, shop-tough laptop, and ship you the works, ready to roll.
Just fire it up and go.

The iC - INSPECTION CAMERA is a medical grade video camera that
delivers superior images on your computer or tablet display.
• Shoots high resolution still pictures and records full length videos
at the touch of a button.
• Snap Shots can be taken from recorded videos instantly.
• One-handed articulation function allows user to turn the probe tip to inspect targets located
at sides or at an angle while inside tight spaces.
• 6.0 mm probe with 120 degree sweep, and 360-degree rotation.
• The extra long 3 foot probe cable allows inspection of A/C ducts, evaporator core assemblies and more.
• Zoom feature allows 4x crystal clear image enlargement.
• Package Includes: articulating 6.0mm diameter probe with 3 foot long probe cable, user's manual, camera lens
cleaning kit, and hard carrying case.
• 1 year limited warranty
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AE IST
INVISIBLE SIGNAL TESTER

The AE Invisible Signal Tester is the easiest
way to diagnose problems relating to the
Vehicle Immobiliser System.
The AE-IST fully tests:
Transponder Keys
Remote Control Operations
External Vehicle Antenna Transmitters
Internal Vehicle Antenna Transmitters
Transponder Antenna Transmitters

The AE-IST displays:
Signal levels
Frequency measurements
Signal waveforms
...and more!

Features Include:
· Standard transponder key testing
· Infra Red (IR) remote control testing
· Radio Frequency (RF) remote control testing
· Proximity/Smart Key Testing
· Proximity/Smart Vehicle Antenna Transmitter Testing
· Proximity/Smart Key Signal Amplitude Level Indication
· Transponder Frequency Indication
· Oscilloscope waveform function (FAST & SLOW)
· Proximity/Smart key system scan modes
· Audible signal indication
· Transponder Vehicle Antenna Testing

Includes:
AE-IST hardware and carrying case.
AA Batteries Required.
54
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ACCESSORIES AND SPECIALTY TOOLS

CanDo OBD Aid Breakout Box
This tool allows you to safely check the OBDII DLC port
to diagnose exactly what is causing communication
errors. It is a fast and easy way to properly check your
DLC port prior to scan tool communication or ECU flashing.
Features and Benefits:
Conduct a safety check on OBD II DLC port prior to connecting your scan tool or flashing an ECU.
Warning beep will alert you when the voltage falls below 12V or when it rises above 15.2 V while programming or coding.
Provides a quick check on the alternator charging conditions by voltage monitoring.
Make voltage/frequency measurement at the pins during diagnosis communication with ECU when the engine will not start.
Detection of protocol and data communication during diagnosis and re-flash on the ECU.
Works with 12V/24V systems.
Bench flashing of ECU’s.
Allows remote Key FOB programming via pin jumping.

Programming Power Supply

(75A, 100A, 125A)

Whether you are reprogramming on board or off board,
you must be sure that the power supplied to the module
does not drop below proper voltage. Some reprogramming
operations with the key-on will turn on cooling fans, fuel
pumps, and other components that will cause the battery
to drain faster than normal. During reprogramming there
is a risk of having the operation fail if voltage falls below
the proper operating range. Sometimes a failed operation
can be recovered, but there is a chance that failed
reprogramming could ruin the control module. To mitigate
this risk, and to avoid pulling fuses that prevent battery
drainage, put a high quality AE Tools & Computers
Programming Power Supply on the vehicle during
reprogramming.
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DMAX
The DMAX Skim Code Reader is the best tool for getting
pin codes from Chrysler, Jeep, or Dodge Vehicles. With
the DMAX you are able to pull Skim codes right out of
the WCM, and edit the VIN or the Skim code on select
WCM. This comes in quite handy when a WCM is replaced
with a used WCM from another vehicle. The DMAX tool will
also read and reset any DTC’s from supported skim modules.
It eliminates the need to call the dealer to obtain the skim
code, which saves you time and money and makes key
programming a breeze. In minutes you can have all your
keys programmed and move on to the next job!
This is the only locksmith tool that will do all types of
systems Type 1, Type 2, Pacifica, SKREEM, CAN, Fobik,
Fobik/Prox, and Prox Keys. There are no tokens to buy or
any other fees. Just purchase the DMAX and start saving
time and money!

*New Chryslers and those with the Fiat Rolling Code System require
the microPod II. (page 16)

Transponder Coil Ring Detector
This key ring sized device can detect the power transmitted by
the cars immobilizer system. This can be useful in diagnosing
system faults or checking to see if the car is immobilizer equipped.
If there is no emitted signal it will help narrow the fault tracing path.
There is no need to try programming a new key or component if the
aerial is not working. To use, hold it beside the ignition key against
the outer edge of the ignition lock as you turn on the switch. If the
system is working, the bright LED light will illuminate when the
immobilizer coil powers up to read the transponder key.
WWW.AETOOLS.US
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ROUGH TOUGH AND HI-TECH
Grow Your Own Technicians
by Marty Fay

Tomatoes:

I love tomatoes. But not just any tomato. It has to be grown locally. DeKalb Illinois, the home of my shop Motor Works,
has some of the richest agricultural soil in the world. And believe me, the difference is instantly apparent if the tomato
came from somewhere else. It’s a long process, growing your own, but for me, nothing else will do.
Automotive technicians are much the same way. We prefer them grown locally. To that end, Motor Works is extremely
fortunate to have Kishwaukee College and their top flight Automotive Program less than 15 miles away. Our relationship
with the “Kish” Auto Program goes back over 30 years to when I taught evening classes for the department.

Hiring Experienced Technicians: YIKES!

While teaching, I opened Motor Works in 1984. (Yes, the double workload should have given me pause, but there is
just no accounting for the departure of common sense among young men on a mission.) Hiring good, loyal, ethical,
technicians who would stay with our firm proved to be the nightmare this industry is so well known for. In fact, one
of our “experienced” hires was actually led off in handcuffs by the police on an outstanding warrant. Another
“dealership” hire with a solid recommendation, missed more days than he showed up. The stories continue ad
infinitum-ad nauseum.
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This wasn’t working. A five year old taking a nap would have seen it in a heartbeat. It took me a little longer. But a plan
started to slowly ooze into my thick skull; the farm team. Grow your own techs locally. Yes, I know, you need a tech
right now and don’t have time to grow one. But there the point gets missed. Here is how it works:

The Plan:

1) When you do NOT need a technician, make connections with the top local automotive colleges. Tell them you have
room for the best student in their program to train at your facility part time.
2) Interview as many students as the school thinks fit that criteria.
3) Be prepared to work with the student’s schedule. Our trainees often go to classes two full days a week, and spend
the other three with us. Students can sometimes go to classes summers and evenings to get more shop hours.
4) Discuss your expectation that the trainee will be hired full time once schooling is complete, if a position is open,
and if the student’s progress is sufficient.

Replacing Lost Techs:

1) Let’s say a “B” tech moves on. At that point your student trainee becomes a “C” tech and the remaining techs move
to the next grade up. Example: the current “C” tech becomes a “B” tech.
2) There are growing pains, but the system is basically solid as all the techs assist each other in their new roles. Note:
Motor Works’ technicians do not work commission. Commission pay can be a hindrance to “techs teaching techs”.
However, commission or not, assigning a new student trainee as a shadow to an experienced “C” tech, is a very
efficient way to bring them up to speed.
3) You’re likely to be short on hours because the new “C” tech may still be going to school. Temporarily cut less
profitable work, (no rear main seals, engine swaps or intense electrical jobs). Hand out some overtime. Allow the
techs to work evening and weekend hours until you’re back up to speed. On average, full production returns in 6
months or less.
4) Immediately hire another top student trainee.
5) Remember, this system is like a savings account. You make regular deposits (hiring student trainees), so you can
make regular withdrawals, (advancing the trainee to production “C” tech).

The Benefits:

* Your farm team supplies trained, part time “C” techs on an as needed basis. Growth is usually fast.
* This student was the top of his/her class. Their aptitude and attitude on the job reflect their class standing.
* The student trainee has a solid, college taught, technical background upon which to quickly build.
* The new “C” tech has had months learning the shop routines, policies, ethics, locations of stock and tools, etc.
* Those months have also given the new tech many hands on skills taught to your exacting requirements.
* Very Important: student trainees have few poor work habits and technical misunderstandings to correct.

In Closing:

When you invest in growing your own technicians, the advancement is quick, the hassles few, the supply consistent,
the attitude terrific, and the long term end result better than any other method I have found.
By the way, Motor Works currently has a student trainee technician and student trainee assistant service writer from
the Kishwaukee College Automotive Program. We consider ourselves doubly blessed!
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[ATEQ V56, see page 62]
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TPMS TOOLS
TAP INTO A TPMS SOLUTION
Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems (TPMS) forever
changed what it means to work on tires. From sensor
maintenance to programming you need a TPMS tool
that gets the job done. AE Tools & Computers tech
support is here to make sure you can handle all the
tread rolling through your shop.
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TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEMS

ATEQ VT56 OBD II Diagnostic TPMS Tool Kit
The VT56 is the all-in-one comprehensive TPMS tool with
coverage for Domestic, European and Asian vehicles. It’s
advanced features and functions provide complete TPMS
management. Thanks to frequent updates, it includes all
new TPMS sensors and vehicles introduced each year.
Features & Benefits:
Select MMY via VIN scan
Activate, decode and display sensor information
Comprehensive MMY specific relearn procedures
Display OBDII location on tool screen
TPMS reset via OBDII on applicable vehicles
Retrieve TPMS DTC codes on applicable vehicles
Key fob testing function
ECU unlocking for Toyota family of vehicles
TPMS sensor part number look-up (OE and Aftermarket)
Works with universal and programmable sensors
Saves TPMS service history on-board and PC
Built-in TPMS service tips
Quickly and easily print TPMS service data for customer or file
Includes:
VT56 TPMS diagnostic tool, One-year software updates, TPMS relearn magnet
OBDII module with cable, Docking station, Quick start guide, CD with user manual,
software/WebVT.

VT56 Software Subscription
Receive monthly updates on your tool with the annual software subscription to get the latest and greatest features
and coverage. The latest software updates also include new functionalities, procedures, corrections, vehicle
coverage, sensor coverage and more.
New vehicle and OE Aftermarket sensor coverage added each month
Tech release email subscription available for each release
Update the tool as many times as needed with the year subscription
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ATEQ VT56 TTD (Tire Tread Depth Gauge)
A VT56 add-on accessory that allows a technician to measure tire
tread depth with a high level of accuracy when checking TPMS
sensors during routine service and maintenance checks. In one
simple gesture, the Tire Tread Depth Gauge (TTD) detects worn
tires, tire damage and even poor alignment with accuracy.
Features & Benefits:
Easy grip wand with protective rubber jacket
Tread depth trigger activation button
Built-in gauge pin storage compartment with quick release button
Power LED indicator
RJ45 connector cable, no Bluetooth pairing is required
Print results to show customer via VT56 optional thermal printer
Quickly captures 3 tire measurements (inner, center, outer)
Measures with an accuracy of +/-1% + 0.0012 inches (0.03 mm)
Vibrate and sound alerts indicate successful measurement
Green, yellow and red color codes on VT56 tool screen indicate wear against the threshold
Measures 4 to 7 wheels per vehicle
No battery needed. Connects to the VT56 via RJ pin connector
Automatic calibration checks before every use

ATEQ TPMS Sensor Check Box
The TPMS Sensor Check Box pressurizes a TPMS sensor
during bench testing to simulate in-tire condition before
sensor installation. The box helps to identify different
readings between the mechanical tire filling gauge and
the mechanical TPMS Sensor Reading. It is used in
conjunction with a tire filling gauge and TPMS sensor.
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ATEQ VT36 Activation & Programming Tool Kit
The VT36 TPMS tool offers functionality and flexibility
at an affordable price. Designed for tough service station
environments, its rugged casing and durable rechargeable
battery stands up to routine activities in the service bay.
The tool can be used in conjunction with a diagnostic
scan tool, and turns off the warning light for vehicles
with auto relearn or manual relearn mode. Thanks to
frequent updates, it includes new TPMS sensors
and vehicles introduced each year.
Features & Benefits:
Displays sensor data in seconds (ID tire pressure, tire
temperature, battery status, frequency)
Selects vehicle via make, model, year look-up
Lithium ion rechargeable battery
Frequent database updates through PC desktop software
Easy-to- read with adjustable backlight
Reads and activates TPMS sensors of all Light Vehicle brands globally
User friendly navigation and command buttons
Multi-lingual (15+ languages)
Standard one-year software license included
Programs all leading universal aftermarket sensors
Provides TPMS sensor part number look-up

Includes:
VT36 TPMS tool, One-year software updates
USB 2.0 cable, Wall charger, Quick start guide
CD with user manual, software/WebVT

MITSU RESET Universal TPMS Sensor Decoder
The Mitsureset TPMS tool enables TPMS relearn mode on most Mitsubishi vehicles via OBDII
communication allowing TPMS sensor ID’s to be written to the ECU during sensor activation.
Standalone, one touch TPMS relearn module
Fully updatable via computer
Compatible with all TPMS trigger tools capable of triggering Mitsubishi sensors
Worldwide TPMS technical support
Enables Mitsubishi Lancer, Outlander, Outlander Sport, RVR
and Mirage TPMS learn mode
Includes: Mitsureset tool, USB 2.0 cable
OBDII extension cable, Quick start guide
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Tech400PRO
Advanced TPMS Scan Tool Technology
Comprehensive OBD relearn coverage
TPMS Placard Adjusting Capable
Programs Aftermarket Replacement Sensors
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth Capable
Passive Entry / Wireless Key Capable
Inductive Wireless Charging
2 Year Warranty
2 Year Software

Tech300PRO
Scalable TPMS Tool Technology
Wireless Bluetooth Data Transfer
Programs Aftermarket TPMS Sensors
Inductive Wireless Charging
Upgrade OBD Module available
1 Year Warranty
1 Year Software

Tech300PRO with OBDII Module
OBD Scan Tool Technology
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Pro Series Combo Kit Accessories
Includes Both The Wireless Inductive Charging Cradle
and Bluetooth Printer
Custom Designed For The Pro Series And The Tech500
TPMS Tools
Charging Cradle Keeps Your Tool Charged And Protected
Bluetooth Printer Prints A Comprehensive Audit Report
Power Supply And Mounting Kits Included
Pro Series Charging Cradle and Printer Also Sold Separately

Pro Series Charging Cradle
Pro Series Bluetooth Cradle

TPMS Mechanical Tool Set
Valve Core Torque Tool
3-Way Fishing Tool
T-10 Torque Tool
Multi-purpose Grommet Tool
T-20 Torque Tool
Torque Wrench
Digital Tire Pressure Gauge
Grommet Removal Tool
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MAXIMIZE PROFITS:

Master Selling Advanced
Diagnostic Packages

Advanced Diagnostic Packages can be a tough task for even the most seasoned service advisor. Many shops
simply don’t generate enough revenue when performing Advanced Diagnostic Services. Many consumers believe an
app should be able to diagnose their vehicle, however, the professional understands that properly diagnosing and
repairing vehicles goes far beyond the code. A proper repair process takes the overall condition of the vehicle into
account. So your number one task when dealing with a diagnostic repair client is to ease their fear and educate them
about the process needed to solve their concern.

Key #1: Build a system that creates value for the client
Let’s face it, nobody wins when a vehicle is not properly repaired. A comeback or misdiagnosis is one of the
costliest transactions for a shop. Creating a system that provides valuable information for your client as well as
ensuring you are taking the necessary steps to eliminate comebacks and misdiagnosis will help you maximize profits.
A good repair process on a vehicle incorporates a number of items. These all lead to a proper diagnosis and a
successful repair, ultimately saving both the shop and client time and money. What should be in your repair process?
• Proper write-up. Ensure the customers concern has been properly documented.
• Baseline test. This includes a basic visual inspection of the basic systems on the vehicle. Including
fluid levels and condition, wiring, connectors, vacuum hoses, air intake boots, oil leaks, evidence
of rodent damage etc.
• Complete scan of the onboard computer system.
• Research ECM updates, TSB’s, and Recalls.
• Confirmation of client concern.
• Pinpoint or Isolation testing of suspected failed components that factually verifies cause of failure.
• Confirmation of resolution of client concern.

Key #2: Perfect Your Sales Presentation
The Sales Presentation is where the customer decides if they will pay your fees or not. This is where you have to
shine! The first step to selling Advanced Diagnostic Packages is to really believe in your process. The diagnostic and
repair process is designed to help a customer get their concern resolved in the least amount of time and it also ensures
that the shop follows a logical step by step process to save the customer time and money. Let’s look at an example of
the verbiage you might consider when selling Advanced Diagnostic Packages.
Mr. / Mrs. _______ based on your concern there are a number of things that
can cause the concern you’ve described. So right now what we have are more
questions than answers. In order to resolve your concern, we need to begin with our
Level 2 Advanced Test Package. Here’s the checklist that my technician Tim will be
using today. This process is designed to help you get this concern resolved in the least
amount of time and it also ensures that we follow a logical step by step process to
ensure we save you time and money. When he’s finished with this test I’ll get his
report and we’ll be able to review the results together. You have my word that I’ll do
everything within my power to save you money and get this car back on the road in
the most efficient way. The fee for our Level 2 Advanced Problem Solver test package
is $249.00 and I just need your signature here and I’ll get Tim started on it right away.

If the customer objects to the testing fee and asks “you mean you’re going to charge me just to look at it?”
_______ That’s a really great question, and thanks for asking. You see, we’d be wasting a lot of your time, and your
money, if we went ahead and did any service that we thought might solve your problem. So rather than guessing, we
like to take the guesswork out of it completely. What we need to do is a complete, systematic diagnosis, so we can
pinpoint exactly what caused your concern.
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Mr. / Mrs.____ our testing more than pays for itself when you consider the amount of time, and money that would
be wasted if we tried to take shortcuts, or guess as to what the problem could be. I’d rather be up front and honest
with you about having to charge for professional testing fees, than hoping a “free look under the hood” might solve
your problem, does that make sense?

Tips from the Service Drive:

• Ask Questions about the vehicle history and symptoms.
• Use words that build value: “Professional Analysis” “Factually Determine”, “Systematic”, “Why it failed”,
“Root Cause”, “Test and Evaluate”.
• Use your tonality and voice quality to send strong messages to the customer.
• Ask for the sale, believe in the value of your packages.
• Make it a conversation not an interrogation.

Key #3: Be the expert.
As you gain experience, you’ll want to collect stories about your diagnostic trials and tribulations. As an expert you’ll
be able to quickly and identify which of your diagnostic packages is best suited for each client. In addition, you can
generate additional revenue by packaging additional time and labor revenue into your packages for flash
reprogramming of the ECM. As a vehicle ages, there might be a need for an update from the manufacturer. Flash
reprogramming takes special skill, knowledge, and expertise. Many shops shy away from offering this valuable service
simply because they’ve heard one or two horror stories from shops that had a bad experience.
The most critical part of profitability for an automotive repair shop is collecting money for every segment of time
utilized on every vehicle, every day, at the proper rate. This includes the time it takes to reprogram or flash a computer.
Every manufacturer is different and requires a different process, which means you’ll need to create separate packages
for each manufacturer that you are going to provide flashing / reprogramming services to. A good start is to meet with
your AE Tools & Computers rep and get specialized technician training for the tools you purchase. During this training
pay close attention to the process and the amount of time it takes to complete the process. This time needs to be taken
into account in your advanced level testing / flashing packages. In addition to this fee don’t forget to add additional fees
for subscription charges.
As you gain knowledge in this specialized field you’ll understand how to properly explain the service you are
providing. Your customers will have a newfound peace of mind knowing the overall condition of their vehicle, including
that the software which drives the vehicle is up to date and current.
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HEAVY DUTY

DIESEL TOOLS
EXPERIENCE THE COMPLETE

DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION

Expectations are high and timely service is of the
utmost importance in the fast paced Heavy Duty Diesel
repair industry. Don’t let ever-evolving diesel
technology like injector calibration, ECU upgrade and
programming slow you down. Let AE Tools & Computers
set you up with the right tools and support, so you get
paid and your customers get back on the open road.
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HEAVY DUTY/DIESEL

oem diagnostic solution

USB-Link™2
PC-to-vehicle interface compatible with multiple software
applications, minimizing your investment in multiple
brand-specific diagnostic interfaces.
Class 1 Bluetooth provides up to 100 feet of wireless freedom
Flexible configuration supports wired or wireless connectivity
Compatible with applications that diagnose engines,
transmissions, ABS, instrument panels and more
Reduce reprogramming times with direct USB connection
Mixed fleet capabilities with broad protocol support
Quick access to vehicle data for maintenance or management reports
Quickly attaches to vehicle's diagnostic connector
No messy cables to untangle or get in the way with Bluetooth
Easy portability increases flexibility
May be used with desktop PC or laptop
Features:
RP1210A, RP1210B, RP1210C and J2534 API support
Bluetooth vehicle-to-PC wireless connectivity
USB vehicle-to-PC connectivity
Protocol coverage for automotive to heavy duty vehicles:
3 CAN - J1939/CAN125/CAN250/CAN500/CAN1000
Automatic bit rate detection for all standard CAN channels
Single Wire CAN
Fault Tolerant CAN
J1587/J1708
J1850
ISO 15765 (Diagnostic CAN)
ISO 14230 (KWP2000 over ISO9141)
J2534
ALDL
ATEC 160 (160 baud)
Supports Windows® XP, Windows® 7 32- and 64-bit
versions, and Windows® 8 32- and 64-bit versions
Includes:
NEXIQ USB-Link 2
6-pin/9-pin vehicle Y-adapter
15' USB cable
Quick start reference guide
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CUMMINS
Cummins Insite Pro
Cummins Insite Lite
Cummins Incal
ECU Flash Programming
ECU Recovery Service
Locked ECU Removal Service - ZapIt

A

ALLISON
Allison DOC® For PC-Service Tool
Allison DOC® For Fleets
Diagnostic Info

B

BENDIX
Bendix ACom

HINO
Hino eXplorer

E

EATON
Eaton ServiceRanger

PTT PREMIUM TECH TOOL
MACK PTT
Volvo PTT
Repair Info

This USB-Link 2 compatible software is not available for purchase
through AE Tools & Computers. We do offer Tech Support packages:

Freightliner ServiceLink
Caterpillar CAT Electronic Technician
Perkins EST

USB-Link™2

Compatible Software
DETROIT DIESEL

D

Detroit Diesel Diagnostic Link
Detroit Diesel Calibration Tool
Detroit Pro
Detroit Standard
Detroit PSL
Mercedes HD Engines & Transmissions

INTERNATIONAL

I

ServiceMAXX Fleet Pro
International ABS
International DLB
International IPC v2.02
International ICAP, IPTS,
International Master Service Manual
ECM, FICM, IDM Programming

One Adapter.
Many Applications.
PACCAR
Davie 4
Service Info
ESA (Body)

WABCO / MERITOR

P
W

WABCO Toolbox
Meritor Toolbox
(Full Diagnostic & Repair Info)

LIVE SUPPORT HOURS:
Monday- Friday 8AM-6PM CST

913.856.6678
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YOU’VE GOT TECH SUPPORT
This support is included with all tools purchased through AE Tools & Computers…for the life of the tool!
Our support team offers over the phone and Internet-based remote assistance for computer programming,
immobilizer, security-related issues, tool functionality, and more! We’re actually live on the car with you,
logged in via the Internet to a PC at your location!

NEED MORE TECH SUPPORT?

If you’ve purchased a Factory Scan Tool, J2534 pass-through device, or one of the aftermarket tools listed below, we
can provide the OEM level technical support you deserve... Even if it was purchased from a different vendor!
Call us for support package details and pricing!

OEM Heavy Duty Technical Support
Detroit
Cummins
International
Hino
Volvo

Mack
Nissan
Allison
Eaton
Bendix

WABCO
Paccar
Mitsubishi
Isuzu

Aftermarket Heavy Duty Technical Support
JALTest

MaxiSYS CV

LIFETIME TOOL SUPPORT INCLUDES:
Complete hardware setup and training, as necessary* **
Assistance with the software update process
Tool functionality
On-car computer programming, key programming and module programming
*Additional support packages and set up fees are required for some J-2534 OEM software packages.
**Additional customization fees (no hard drive partitioning) are required for setup on customer
provided laptops.

LIVE SUPPORT HOURS: MONDAY - FRIDAY
8 AM- 6 PM CST*
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“AE Tools & Computers allows us to diagnose
vehicles with the same equipment that the
dealership uses. Plus, the technical support
from AE Tools & Computers is second to none.
You can rest assured help is only a phone call
away!”

Michael Oliveros

Williams Diesel Service
Industry Professional since 1999
AE Tools & Computers Customer since 2006
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Mitsubishi FUSOconnect
The FUSO Connect Diagnostic Kit covers Mitsubishi Trucks
Model Years 2012-2016. This is a complete kit ready to install
on a laptop or PC.
*FusoNet Login required for programming.
Call for details.
Includes:
Fuso Diagnostic Software (Windows 7)
Fuso Connect Interface Cable
Fuso Harness (OBD 2)
Fuso Lan Cable

Did you know?
Semi trucks drive an average of 140 billion miles a year in the U.S.
About 70% of all goods in the U.S. are delivered by semi truck.
Agricultural and building materials are the two leading goods in regards to weight transported.
A Detroit Diesel DD15 14.8 liter inline 6 cylinder engine weighs 2,880 pounds, or 345 pounds more than a Mini Cooper.
In 1919 C.L. Cummins invented the first semi-truck diesel engine.
The Mack bulldog logo came from soldiers in World War I who thought the 1916 AC Mack truck looked like the
English Bulldog’s flat nose and face.
If the interstate has an even number, like I-80, it runs east-west. If the interstate has an odd number, like I-35, it runs
north-south. Interstates with three numbers, like I-280, are beltways around cities or spurs off other interstates.
Interstate 90, it is nearly 3,100 miles long and runs from Seattle, Washington to Boston, Massachusetts. Interstate
80 is the second longest, running from Teaneck, New Jersey to San Francisco, California for a total of 2,909 miles.
Out of all the commercial trucks, semi trucks only make up 15% of them; however, they travel 42% of all miles traveled
by commercial trucks.
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Isuzu IDSS
The Isuzu IDSS is an all-in-one hardware and software
solution for diagnosis and repair of Isuzu commercial
vehicles.
This package contains a full-featured scan tool, service
information including electronic troubleshooting manual,
full color component locator, wiring diagrams, service
programming, and bulletins to support all North American
Isuzu manufactured products.
Includes a 6 month IDSS software subscription.
You do not need to extend your IDSS subscription after
the first six-month subscription expires. Your tool will
still work, however, you will not receive any new model
updates. If necessary, you can purchase a new license
any time in the future. This will give you all the new
updates that were released after your subscription expired.

IDSS Capabilities:
Reprogram / Reflash All Control Modules (ECM's)
Perform Injector Flow Rates
Diesel Particulate Filter Regens, both Normal and Slow Flow Rates
Cylinder Cutout Tests, Buzz Tests, Contribution Tests, etc.
All functionality that OEM dealer tool has.
What is included with the IDSS hardware module?
IDSS VCI
USB Cable
DLC Cable
Software CD
6 month IDSS software subscription

WWW.AETOOLS.US
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oem diagnostic solution

LIGHT DUTY / MEDIUM DUTY / HEAVY DUTY
Autel has introduced its MaxiSYS CV for
commercial fleets. Built on the MaxiSYS
Android-based platform, the MaxiSYS CV
performs enhanced system diagnostics
on more than 60 commercial vehicle
brands. Users can read and clear codes,
view and graph live data, perform
tool-guided maintenance services,
complete an array of special functions
and diagnose manufacturer-specific
systems including Allison transmissions,
Bendix ABS Brake systems, Detroit Diesel
Engines and Eaton and Wabash ABS trailer
brakes, according to Autel. The product
comes with a one-year warranty and
one-year of software updates.

1.4

5MP Camera

Includes:
MaxiSYS MS908 CV Head Unit
MaxiFlash Elite Programming Device

11000mAH

1024x768
LED Display

Complete Connector Kit
Carrying Case
1-Year Software Updates
1-Year Warranty

4.0

Android OS

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DOC/DPF Replacement Reset
Fuel Pressure Adaptation Reset
Injector CEOM Reset
O2 Sensor Calibration
Injection Quantity Adjustment
DPF Regeneration
DSI System De-Aeration
MAF Sensor Calibration

EXPERT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allison
Bendix
Caterpillar
Cummins
International
Detroit
PACCAR
VOLVO
Freightliner
Wabco

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ZF Meritor
MERCEDES BENZ
Boschauto
Power Stroke
AISIN
IVECO
Mack
Eaton
MTU
MWM

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parameter Setting
Aftertreatment Maintenance
Aftertreatment Maintenance Filter Installation
Aftertreatment Particulate Matter Sensor Regeneration
Aftertreatment SCR Catalyst Cold Soak Override
Aftertreatment SCR System Health Monitor
Boost Calibration
Rack Sensor Calibration

BUSES

TRUCKS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OBD
VOLVO
AGRALE
HINO
ISUZU
MERCEDES BENZ
MITSUBISHI FUSO
VOLKSWAGEN
TOYOTA
Renault

VOLVO
AGRALE
AUTOCAR
CAPACITY
Dodge
FIAT
FORD
FOTON
Freightliner
GMC
GREAT WALL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Timing Calibration
Monitor Throttle Position Sensor
Extended Service Coverage
Injector Trim Calibration
Custom Data
Maintenance Monitor

HINO
HYUNDAI
ISUZU
KIA
MERCEDES BENZ
MITSUBISHI
MITSUBISHI FUSO
NISSAN
Sterling
International
IVECO

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VOLKSWAGEN
Kenworth
Mack
Peterbilt
WORKHORSE
WESTERN STAR
SETRA
UD
Renault

SUPPORTED PROTOCOL

ADAPTERS

BASIC FUNCTION

HIGHLIGHT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Deutsch- 6PIN
• Deutsch -9PIN
• OBD-16PIN

•
•
•
•
•

• AutoVin
• Autoscan

SAE J1939
SAE J1708
KWP
VPW
UDS-CAN
CDL
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ECU Version
Read DTC
Clear DTC
Actual Value
Activation Test

“The technology in these trucks is
constantly changing, and so are the
tools required to work on them.
AE Tools & Computers provides us
the latest tools, and the support we
need to keep these trucks rolling.”

John McMinn

Heavy Duty Technician
Industry professional since 1993
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AUTOMOTIVE

LOCKSMITH TOOLS
MAKING KEYS WITH KEYSTROKES
Time is money for an automotive locksmith, which
makes having the right tools for the job critical.
From key cutting machines and programming tools
to cloners and scan tools, keeping up with the latest
technology and modern solutions like ECU matching
and security resets can be a real challenge.
AE Tools & Computers is here to make sure you’re
on the cutting edge.
We’ve got the tools and support you need, and we’re
just a call away.
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PROGRAMMING SOLUTION

AE Z Flasher 2
The new AE Z Flasher 2 is the most advanced J2534 tool on the market-- the ultimate interface for
communicating with new vehicles and CAN networks. Currently, nearly all OEM softwares interface with
the AE Z Flasher 2 for ECU flash reprogramming, while others, like Toyota/Lexus, Volkswagen/Audi,
BMW/Mini (most BUS N/A), Jaguar/Land Rover, GM and Volvo already offer dealer-level diagnostics and
key programming (LSID may be required) through the AE Z Flasher 2. Others are following suit in the lead
up to the the 2018 Right to Repair deadline. Simply put, this is the best tool for Programming,
Re-Programming, Key Programming, and multi-line OEM diagnostics.

Features & Benefits:
Ethernet and USB PC connectivity.
Built-in operating system for running internal program.
Protocol support for all modern vehicles.
Six analog output.
New bolt-on USB port design offers reinforced strength.
Supports over 2,000 new and future vehicle protocols and technologies.
Resolves the GM GDS 2 software issue.
Upgradeable thru firmware updates and expansion slots.

INTERNET
AE Tools & Computers
Custom Laptop + OEM Subscription
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SAE J2534 Device

J-2534 Key Programming and OEM Diagnostics by Make
Manufacturer

Website

Diagnostics

Key Programming Capabilities

Acura

www.ServiceExpress.Honda.com

Yes -Dealer Level

Yes

Audi

www.Erwin.AudiUSA.com

Yes -Dealer Level

Yes

BMW

www.bmwtechinfo.com

Yes -Dealer Level

Yes - Key synchronization - Cannot create a new key

Chrysler

www.techauthority.com

Yes - 2018^

2010 and newer - not all vehicles for all keys lost

Ford

www.motorcraftservice.com

Yes - 2018^

Yes

General Motors

www.ACDelcoTDS.com

Yes - 2018^

Yes

Honda

www.ServiceExpress.Honda.com

Yes

Yes

Hyundai

www.hmaservice.com

No

No

Infiniti*

www.infiniti-techinfo.com

Yes - 2018^

Yes - 2018 and newer

Isuzu

www.isuzutechinfo.com

No

No

Jaguar

www.JaguarTechInfo.com

Yes - Dealer Level

Yes - 1998 and newer

Kia

www.kiatechinfo.com

No

No

Land Rover

www.LandRoverTechInfo.com

Yes -Dealer Level

Yes - 2006 and newer

Lexus

www.TechInfo.Lexus.com

Yes - Dealer Level

Yes

Mazda

www.mazdatechinfo.com

No

Yes

Mercedes Benz

www.startekinfo.com

No

No

Mini

www.minitechinfo.com

Yes -Dealer Level

Yes - Key synchronization. Cannot create a new key.

Mitsubishi

www.mitsubishitechinfo.com

No

No

Nissan*

www.Nissan-TechInfo.com

Yes

Yes - 2018^ (Dec. 2017 launch)

Porsche

www.techinfo.porsche.com

Yes

Yes

Subaru

www.techinfo.subaru.com

No

No

Suzuki

www.suzukitechinfo.com

No

No

Toyota

www.techinfo.toyota.com

Yes -Dealer Level

Yes

Volkswagen

www.Erwin.VW.com

Yes -Dealer Level

Yes

Volvo

www.VolvoTechInfo.com

Yes -Dealer Level

Yes

*Programming keys requires LSID and seperate manufacturers software subscription. Visit listed websites for options and pricing. Access subject to change.
*NERS Software has a one time charge of $270

Full diagnostics & programming capabilities

*Chart is current as of July 2017. Visit www.AETools.US for the most up to date list.

Limited diagnostics & programming capabilities

Information is unavailable

None
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DMAX
The DMAX Skim Code Reader is the best tool for pulling
pin codes from Chrysler, Jeep or Dodge Vehicles. With
the DMAX you are able to pull Skim Codes right out of
the WCM, and edit the VIN or the Skim Code on select
WCM. This comes in very handy when a WCM is replaced
with a used WCM from another vehicle. The DMAX tool will
also read and reset any DTC’s from supported Skim Modules.
It eliminates the need to call the dealer to get the Skim Code,
which saves you time and money and makes key
programming a breeze. In minutes you can have all your
keys programmed and be ready to move on to the next job.
This is the only locksmith tool that will do all types of
systems Type 1, Type 2, Pacifica, SKREEM, CAN, Fobik,
Fobik/Prox, and Prox Keys. There are no tokens to buy or
any other fees. Just purchase the DMAX and start saving
time and money!
*New Chryslers or the Fiat Rolling Code System require
the Micro Pod II. (page 16)

Find lots of tips and in-depth
tutorial videos under the
‘Downloads & Resources’
page on our website!
Learn how to “Clip the Chip” on a Chrysler Pacifica,
and other great instructional videos.
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Industry Professional since 1975
AE Tools & Computers Customer since 2014
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PROGRAMMING SOLUTION

EZ Flasher
The EZ-Flasher will program ECU's and
Immobilizer ICU's for Honda, Lexus
and Toyota vehicles. Through purchased
updates, the EZ Flasher will also read
Isuzu, Volkswagen, and Chrysler PIN
codes, reverse decode Honda keys,
and much more.
It’s this simple: pull the ECU, locate the
chip, clip on to the chip, press the
button on the EZ Flasher and your done!
No laptop, No desktop computer needed.
The EZ-Flasher is self-contained and plugs
into a typical cigarette lighter. Updates are
made through purchased SD memory cards.
*Optional EZ Flasher Add-On Kit.

AE IST (Invisible Signal Tester)
The AE-IST fully tests:
Transponder Keys
Remote Control Operations
External Vehicle Antenna Transmitters
Internal Vehicle Antenna Transmitters
Transponder Antenna Transmitters

Features Include:
Standard Transponder Key testing
Infra Red (IR) remote control testing
Radio Frequency (RF) remote control testing
Proximity/Smart Key Testing
Proximity/Smart Vehicle Antenna Transmitter Testing
Proximity/Smart Key Signal Amplitude Level Indication
Transponder Frequency Indication
Oscilloscope waveform function (FAST & SLOW)
Proximity/Smart key system scan modes
Audible signal indication
Transponder Vehicle Antenna Testing
*See page 54 for more AE IST information.
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“AE Tools & Computers always has the
most up to date tools and software in
the industry. Their customer service is
unmatched. They know cars.”

Cadillac Jack

Owner, After Hours Locksmith
Industry Professional since 1975
AE Tools & Computers Customer since 2014
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MVP Pro Car Key Programmer
The portable MVP Pro key programming tool programs keys and
remotes for all makes of vehicles worldwide. Internally, MVP Pro
uses the same technology / functionality as the AD100 Pro but
is on a (Pay As You Go) basis - and comes packed with
software for all makes and models included free - so you
never have to buy software now or in the future. This offers
you a low cost entry into the key programming market. The
MVP Pro uses digital tokens which are deducted when keys
are programmed. When all the tokens are used - you simply buy
more tokens via your nearest distributor. Advanced Diagnostics offer
key programming solutions, that bypass the franchised dealer networks, which means
an alternative key programming service can be provided to customers by auto locksmiths
and auto-technicians for drivers on the roadside, at home or the office. A complete List of
T-Code and MVP Programmable Vehicles is available at www.aetools.us.

Features:

Includes:

Provide Roadside Key & Remote Programming For Drivers
Read & Clear Fault Codes
Clear Key Memory
Program Proximity & Non - Proximity Keys
Program Smart Keys
Program Plip Keys
Program Aftermarket & OEM Keys
Program Aftermarket & OEM Remote Key Fob’s
Read Immobilizer Pin-codes From Engine ECU or Body Control Module
Read Pre-Code From Engine ECU or Body Control Module
Available In Multi Languages

All Software Updates are free of charge
10 free programming tokens
All Cables and Adaptors
User Manual and Carrying Case

T-Code Pro Car Key Programmer
(Euro and USA Version)
The T-Code Pro is a key and remote programmer for all makes
of vehicles worldwide. The T-Code Pro can provide a lucrative
income stream for your business by offering key programming
solutions that bypasses the franchised dealer networks,
which means an alternative key programming service
can be provided to customers by auto locksmiths
and auto-technicians for drivers. The portable
T-Code Pro is fully unlocked with unlimited use.
All software is currently loaded to the unit and
there is no cost per use.
*For a coverage list, visit aetools.us
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Smart Dongle
One Dongle - One Solution!
Smart Dongle provides ‘one easy to use solution’ by
replacing the current range of dongles with one automatic
configurable dongle. Previously the correct dongle needed
to be selected and in some cases multiple dongles used
when programming transponders, remotes or reading pin
codes for the same vehicle. Now, simply connect the Smart
Dongle to your MVP Pro or T-Code Pro device and it will
automatically configure itself for the vehicle it is connected to.
The security calculator and smartcard have been integrated
into the Smart Dongle. This means no more entering security
codes on the calculator and programmer as this process is
automatic, making key programming easier, quicker and
more streamlined.
With the addition of the Smart EEPROM cable, you will be
able to read EEPROM data to generate transponders and read
pin codes directly from EEPROM.

“As a small business owner, I am pretty
careful about how I spend my money. After
working with AE Tools & Computers, I’m
confident that not only did I select the right
tool, but also the right vendor. The support
that AE Tools & Computers offers is by
far the best!”

Steve Sacco

Owner, Local Locksmith
Industry Professional since 2005
AE Tools & Computers Customer since 2013
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Transponder Coil Ring Detector
This key ring sized device can detect the power transmitted by
the cars immobilizer system. This can be useful in diagnosing
system faults or checking to see if the car is immobilizer equipped.
If there is no emitted signal it will help narrow the fault tracing path.
There is no need to try programming a new key or component if the
aerial is not working. To use, hold it beside the ignition key against
the outer edge of the ignition lock as you turn on the switch. If the
system is working, the bright LED light will illuminate when the
immobilizer coil powers up to read the transponder key.

Nissan BCM Complete
Nissan BCM Complete puts over 25 million codes at your
fingertips for Nissan and Infiniti vehicles from 2003-2012.
Old Pin DATA, New Pin Data, with unlimited runs per day!

Programming Power Supply
(75A, 100A, 125A - Fixed Voltage)
Whether you are reprogramming on board or off board,
you must be sure that the power supplied to the module
does not drop below proper voltage. Some reprogramming
operations with the key-on will turn on cooling fans, fuel
pumps, and other components that will cause the battery
to drain faster than normal. During reprogramming there
is a risk of having the operation fail if voltage falls below
the proper operating range. Sometimes a failed operation
can be recovered, but there is a chance that failed
reprogramming could ruin the control module. To mitigate
this risk, and to avoid pulling fuses that prevent battery
drainage, put a high quality AE Tools & Computers
Programming Power Supply on the vehicle during
reprogramming.
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Variable Voltage
Programming Power Supply
The same features as the Fixed Voltage Power Supply,
but this Power Supply features adjustable voltage,
and a LCD display that shows it’s current settings.

CanDo OBD Aid Breakout Box
This tool allows you to safely check the OBDII DLC port
to diagnose exactly what is causing communication
errors. It is a fast and easy way to properly check your
DLC port prior to scan tool communication or ECU flashing.
Features and Benefits
Conduct a safety check on OBD II DLC port prior to connecting your scan tool or flashing an ECU.
Warning beep will alert you when the voltage falls below 12V or when it rises above 15.2 V while programming or coding.
Provides a quick check on the alternator charging conditions by voltage monitoring
Make voltage/frequency measurement at the pins during diagnosis communication with ECU when the engine will not start.
Detection of protocol and data communication during diagnosis and re-flash on the ECU.
Works with 12V/24V systems.
Bench flashing of ECU’s.
Allows remote Key FOB programming via pin jumping.
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Mike Hyde's Transponders Manual 1995-2013 1/2
Never before has there been a more comprehensive book of this type.
It contains 700 pages of Proximity Remotes, Cloner Keys, Key
Programming, Chip Identification, Factory Keys and Aftermarkets Keys.
Covers most USA domestic vehicles, plus the most popular
Japanese/Asian vehicles with information on:
Transponders, proximity remotes, clone keys, key programming, chip
identification, on-board programming, key information, and immobilizer
location.
Features:
Sturdy easy to flip binder
FULL Color pages
Easy to find index
Fast Manufacturer finder
Lay Flat design for easy reading
Listed by Make , Model and Year

AutoSmart 2016 Foreign & Domestic Book Set
When it comes to originating keys to automobiles, there
just isn't anything like AutoSmart. Access over 1,000 pages
of the best Auto information, from key blanks to code
locations, to tumbler charts, to progression charts, to making
first key, any locksmith whether a veteran or a beginner needs
this book on a daily basis. It would be too difficult to try and
remember every tidbit about every car, when you could
just reach for the AutoSmart.
When the customer is on the phone, why guess on what it
will take to get keys made to their car, when you can have
this information at your fingertips and be able to quote the
job correctly. The bottom line is if you are a locksmith and
you do auto's this is the set of books you need. Knowledge
is power and money - why go blind into a job when you
don't have to?
NEW in 2016:
Both books are now Spiral bound using the best in spiral technology for ease of use.
In-section Tabs to make getting to where you need to go is easier.
Redesigned Transponder Cloning section with all the major players like AD900Pro,
Bianchi, ILCO, JET, JMA, Strattec, & ZedBull.
Transponder Chip I.D. for the vehicle you are looking up in the key application guide.
Identify which lock reader/decoder to use to open or decode the door lock easily.
Includes Determinator, Lishi, AccuReader, EEZ Reader and Cobra readers.
The latest transponder key application information with the most proximity information out there.
Hyundai / Kia section is expanded to include more remotes, remotes blades and proximity fobs.
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Apply to Become a “Registered”
Vehicle Security Professional
through the NASTF Registry

About The National Automotive Service Task Force:
The National Automotive Service Task Force is a not-for-profit organization established to facilitate the identification and
correction of gaps in the availability and accessibility of automotive service information, service training, diagnostic tools and
equipment, and communications for the benefit of automotive service professionals. NASTF is a cooperative effort among the
automotive service industry, the equipment and tool industry and automotive manufacturers.
There is no cost to participate in NASTF. If you are a professional auto service technician, shop owner, OEM service employee
or any other automotive industry professional supporting the mission of NASTF, please enroll at www.NASTF.org.

Steve Sacco

NASTF Registered VSP
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Ninja Laser
Ninja Laser combines mechanical and electronic precision to guarantee unique key cutting performances and quality.
It uses a double speed prismatic cutter and an end milling cutter. Efficiency cuts door and automotive edge cut keys,
laser keys and Tibbe keys by code, decode or depths.
Ninja Laser is the standard key cutting machine to duplicate every model of automotive keys, as well as edge cut door
keys, present in the market. The modern and functional design guarantees maximum ergonomics. The Liger software
developed by Keyline processes every cutting system and easily receives software updates. Modern color interface
makes complex operations simple and intuitive. Ninja Laser is equipped with a USB port, LAN ports and serial ports.
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Keyline POD Keys
OEM-like design with innovative pinhole release for easy chip removal and insertion. Works with the GK100 and
GKM clonable chips and other applicable transponder chips. .

884 Mini
Compact, portable cloning tool powered exclusively by a PC or Android phone with USB-OTG.
Download the free Keyline Cloning Tool app, connect the tool and start cloning keys!
Easy software updates.
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THE ABC’S OF AUTOMOTIVE

ELECTRICAL DIAGNOSIS
As observed by Ken Zanders.

This article will explore the basics of Automotive Electrical Diagnostics by looking the ABC’s of it. In any
diagnostic it always starts at the beginning of your ABC’s.
Always review the operation and description of the
circuit you are working on first.
This serves as a great starting point.
Be prepared with the proper equipment to work
on the vehicle. It is all too often that the
technician may not have the proper equipment
to make a good decision on what may be
causing the fault. It is important to do the homework
on what equipment is needed to yield the best results.
Collect all data and schematics before you begin, this
is the roadmap to a successful diagnosis and repair.
A good understanding of ohms law is also required.

Ken is an ASE Master Certified
Automotive Technician with L1
Advanced Engine Performance.
Ken has extensive training with
various OEMs and has obtained
Master Certification through many
of their programs.

Let start our discussion by looking at a few definitions, namely current, voltage and resistance.

Current: The best way to describe this is to picture a tube with marbles flowing through in a pre-defined

direction. The marbles would be what is called electrons in the electrical world. The electrons are negatively
charged particles that move towards a higher potential. This movement of marbles would be described as
flow. We will call this electron flow. In order for these electrons to move, there must be a push behind them.
This push is voltage.

Voltage: This is electrical pressure or push. When a electron travels from postive to the negative battery
terminals, there is pressure differential of 12 volts. It starts out at 12 volts, there are a series of voltage
losses in the circuit. The voltage losses are called voltage drops. Please keep in mind again that voltage
is the push to get the electrons from one point to the next.
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Resistance: This is resistance to current flow. The more resistance, the greater the voltage drop in a circuit.
There are several circuits you will encounter such as series, parallel and series-parallel circuits. There are
several resistance rules that apply to each. The following pictorials will show examples of each one for
reference.
R2

10V

+
_

R1=20Ω
R23=19Ω

V

+
_

R1

V

R2

R3 R1

R4

R6

R5

R4=20Ω

Basic Series Circuit

Basic Parallel Circuit

Basic Series Parallel Circuit

It is also important to understand the mathmatical relationship between current, voltage and resistance.
It is represented by what is called ohms law.
It is stated as such:

I = V/R

I=Current
V=Voltage
R=Resistance [AE Z Flasher 2, see page 30,72]

It is interesting to also note the types of failures one may encounter. They are as follows:

*Open Circuit
*Direct Short to Voltage
*Direct Short to ground
*Wires shorted together

*Excessive Resistance
*Resistive Short to ground
*Resistive short to Voltage

We have discussed the basic concepts
of Automotive Electrical Diagnostics.
Let’s now put some of these concepts
into play with a live case study. Our
subject vehicle is a 1998 Crown Victoria.
This vehicle has been rejected by the
emissions test facility for noncommunication. We are being asked
to test the communication protocols to
get an indication of its integrity. An
example of good known has been
provided for your reference.
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Known Good Wave Forms
The purple and the red traces are what is called (Standard Corporate Protocol) SCP- , the green and blue
traces represent SCP +. The purple trace is measured at the PCM, the red trace is measured at the DLC.
This verifys that the line is good. It is also true for the green trace and blue trace as well. What you shoud
walk away with here is that SCP- and SCP + are direct opposites of each other and they are a 0-5 volt pulse.
A) A review of operation and description provided this information for us.
B) In an effort to use the proper equipment to assist in making a good decesion, a lab scope was used.
C) We will now collect our data.
The data line was scoped with a 4 trace lab scope. The leads were placed at the pcm and then at the DLC.
This offered a way to check each wire under dynamic conditions. There is one wire for SC P- and another
wire for SCP +. The pictorial below will provide some insight, SCP- on this vehicle should start at 5 volts
and then go down, The red pattern shows that it does start at 5 volts, The red pattern taked at the DLC
pn 10 shows it started at 2.2 volts at the DLC, This implied a voltage somewhere in the wire.
The pictorial below will assist as a visual. Ther activity in this case should have been exactly the same.
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It appears we have resistance in the SCP – Pin 10 of the DLC. We will bypass this with a jumper to see if the
voltage levels improve. The following pictorial shows our gameplan.

PCM

DLC #10

SCP-

Fault:
Resistance in the SCP- circuit caused
a voltage drop between the PCM and DLC.

PCM

DLC #10

SCP-

Resistance in the SCP- circuit caused
a voltage drop between the PCM and DLC.
*Installing a jumper wire allows communication.

After putting the jumper wire in place, this resolved the basic electrical issue and the vehicle communicated
with no further issues. This fauly was resolved due to the ABC’s being used in the proper manner. The
diagnosis is complete and acurate.

“Working withe the guys at AE Tools &
Computers helps me help my customers.
It eliminates unnecessary parts
replacement, saving time and money”

Industry Professional since 1975
AE Tools & Computers Customer since 2008
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THE FUTURE IS HERE.
wiTECH 2.0 diagnostic software is the state of the art diagnostic system for
Dodge, Chrysler, Jeep and North American Fiat vehicles. wiTECH 2.0 allows
fully wireless connectivity to perform diagnostics, reprogramming and
security functions.
Any mobile device with a browser will run the software, including Android
and iOS phones and tablets. A Mopar Tech Authority account is required,
as well as a secure microPod II.

•Increased speed
•Enhanced wireless security
•Full wireless operation
•No cables required
•Enables mobile devices

•Rapid device recovery
•No PC required
•More reliable ECU reprogramming
•Automatic WiFi reconnection
•Automated Flash recovery

Welcome to the future of Dealer-level diagnostics.
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[MOPAR MicroPod II, see page 16]

WE SELL IT.
WE SUPPORT IT.
OEM level diagnostics.
Dealer level support.

913.856.6678

WE SELL IT. WE SUPPORT IT.

[GM MDI II, see page 24]

OEM level diagnostics.
Dealer level support.

913.856.6678

